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NUI Galway Cyber-Attack: 
Next step of recovery complete
By Valerie McHugh

NUI Galway have completed the first 
step of their recovery plan after a recent 
cyber-attack locked students and staff out 
of university systems. 

Wi-Fi access via Eduroam has been rein-
stated for people on campus, but it is only 
available for university teaching platforms, 
such as Blackboard, MS Teams and univer-
sity emails.  

Public internet usage and access to other 
university networks will not be available 
until the second step of the recovery plan.

Speaking to SIN, NUI Galway President 
Ciarán Ó hÓgartaigh said that “Public access 
to the internet, including non-university 
sites, is still available on the old temporary 
system, but the full return of NUI Galway 
public internet access will not be estab-
lished until the second step of the plan.”

“ISS staff are working through some tests on 
this and they will hopefully confirm as soon 
as possible when this will be available again. 
We were primarily focused on getting access 
to student networks like Blackboard back up 
and running as soon as possible,” he added.

This comes one week after temporary 
Wi-Fi access points were set up in cer-
tain places around campus, including in 
on-campus dwellings. 

Speaking on the staggered internet loss 
in Corrib Village and Goldcrest Village, Ó 
hÓgartaigh confirmed that “Some of the 

rooms [in residencies] didn’t have access but 
some of the public areas did. The first thing 
we were keen to get back was internet access, 
even on a limited basis. That was a priority 
for us in the first week or so, and obviously 
containing the attack was the other priority.”

Many students have voiced their frustra-
tion with the ongoing network restrictions. 
Speaking to SIN, final year Music student 
Niamh Connor said that “The lack of access 
to Wi-Fi on campus and the lack of library 
resources have made the last few weeks very 
difficult. There haven’t been any extensions 
given for my midterm assignments and this 
has severely escalated my stress levels as a 
final year student.”

In response to the frustration expressed 
by many students, Ó hÓgartaigh says that 
“student’s pain has been greater than any-
one else’s.” He added, “It’s been a really, really 
frustrating time. The fact that strangers can 
take it into their heads to disrupt people’s 
lives like this is something that I can’t 
wrap my head around. It’s very difficult to 

understand what motivates these people.”
Student Union President Róisin Nic 

Lochlainn has also been articulating the 
frustration that the SU have felt on behalf 
of students over the last three weeks. “The 
cyber-attack has wreaked havoc on all aspects 
of student life and has caused huge stress for so 
many students. From not being able to access 
the financial aid fund, the laptop loan scheme, 
lectures, emails and Blackboard, to student 
drivers having to pay and display €10 each day 
as a result of no access to the websites permit, 
to PHD teaching students having to sacrifice 
their own data and in some cases stipends. 
This situation really brought to light the impor-
tance of empathy in difficult circumstances in 
asking lecturers for extensions and patience.”

Winter conferring ceremonies at NUI 
Galway have also been cancelled as a result 
of the cyber-attack. President hÓgartaigh 
explained to SIN that the limitation of 
access to university networks has prevented 
staff from uploading student results. 

He continued, “The timing has meant 
that we have not been able to prepare 

KEY POINTS:
• NUI Galway Wi-Fi reinstated 

for some University services
• Public Internet not yet 

available outside of 
temporary access points

• Winter conferrings 
postponed to next Easter

The fact that strangers can take it into their 
heads to disrupt people’s lives like this is 
something that I can’t wrap my head around.”

THIS IS A DEVELOPING STORY. 

Details correct at time of 
publication on 19 October 
See our websitewebsite for the most 
up-to-date version of this storythis story.
For breaking updates,  
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ahead for winter conferring ceremonies 
like we normally would have been able to at 
this stage. We are very, very disappointed.”

“Conferring in person was something 
we were hoping to get back to, but we are 
now thinking that they will be taking place 
over the Easter break of next year. We 
already have a week then for conferrings 
so we are thinking of moving the winter 
conferring ceremonies to be during that 
period, based on campus.”

Staff and students at NUI Galway have 
expressed their relief on the completion of 
the first step of university’s recovery plan. 

Paula Healy, Station Manager at Flirt FM, 
spoke to SIN about the challenges they 
have faced over the last couple of weeks.  

“We were bouncing between campus 
and home for Zooms, our volunteer 
recruitment has been decimated, and we 
were running the radio station off a Wi-Fi 
dongle. It’s really dented the morale of staff 
and students alike - we’re all shattered! Get-
ting Eduroam back is a huge relief, we can 
start rebuilding our semester. It reminds 
you that you can’t take services for granted 
and it pays to have back up plans in place.”

President Ó hÓgartaigh concluded by 
thanking students for their “patience” and 
“agility” during this time. He also added 
that he wants to commend students for 
their vigilance and hard work in the recent 
return to campus for the academic year.  

An bhfuil rud éigin le rá agat? 
Cur litir chuig an Eagarthóir.
Editor:  Valerie McHugh – editor.sin@gmail.com

Find us online: www.sin.ie
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@NuigSin
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SU Says...
By Niamh McGrath – 
Disability Rights Officer

Going to University at any stage of your 
life can be one of the most exciting times 
of your entire life. It can also be one of 
the most daunting times. If you have a 
disability or health condition, this can add 
extra stress and extra worry. Questions like 
“how do I manage my workload if I have 
a flare-up?” and “what do I do if have a 
hospital appointment when I have a 
lecture?” may be on your mind. So many 
what if’s. This is completely understand-
able. Anyone with ill health or disability 
need to plan around their condition. This 
is where the Disability Support Service 
(DSS) comes in. 

It is so important that if you have a 
diagnosed disability or ongoing health 
problems that you register with the Dis-
ability Support Services. You can register 
at any point during your academic course 
in college as long as you have a letter 
from your consultant. It will start with an 
assessment which is just a conversation 
about how your health affects you per-
sonally. They can provide in-class support 

such as recording lectures, requesting 
captions, a personal assistant or an inter-
preter. They provide exam support such 
as a scribe or a reader. They also have 
different services such as Occupational 
Therapy and Assistive Technology ser-
vices. You will then be given a LENS report 
which details to the relevant people what 
supports you need. It is also important to 
note that any supports given are based 
on your needs assessment, this may need 
to be reviewed from time to time as your 
condition progresses.

The DSS is always there to help. This 
could mean having a query in how to 
explain your situation to a lecturer or if 
you are struggling with your workload. 
Sometimes they hold workshops on differ-
ent aspects of health such as how to deal 
with fatigue. They are always there to help 
and are completely confidential. They deal 
with everything from ongoing health con-
ditions, sudden onset health conditions, 
sensory difficulties, neurological, and both 
mental and physical conditions.

It is a support that is there for students 
that want it. All you have to do is register 
online at www.nuigalway.ie/disabilitywww.nuigalway.ie/disability and 
for more information, you contact me or the 
Disability Support Service directly. We are 
always here and more than happy to help.

Editorial
By Valerie McHugh

Welcome back everybody! What a few 
weeks it has been, I cannot articulate to 
you how relieved and proud I am to intro-
duce our third issue. The cyber attack 
made life significantly difficult for all of 
us at SIN in creating this edition and we 
are relieved to see that things seem to be 
improving. A special thanks to everyone 
on the SIN Team who worked hard to get 
us to the finish line. 

There are some fantastic stories 
to read inside this issue including an 
exclusive on the cyber-attack on our 
front page. Saoirse is back with some 
more Erasmus tales in the Features 
section and our Arts/Fashion section 
has got your Halloween binge watching 
sessions sorted with tonnes of recom-
mendations for you and your pals. Mark 
Lynch (one of our previous SIN editors) 
has a thought-provoking piece about the 
future of Northern Ireland in the Opinion 
section which is definitely worth a read. 
This issue also marks the start of our 
‘Health Unit Highlight’ which provides 
you with some great information about 
various health topics; this week we are 
talking all about the fresher’s flu with 
Dr. Eoin Mc Donagh. Cainte has a quick-
fire interview with the ‘Kerry Cowboy’ 
Séaghan Ó Súilleabháin and finally, our 
Sport’s section has some great opinion 
pieces alongside a piece on the Euro-
pean Ultimate Frisbee Championships. 

If you want to join these fantastic 
writers and add something to your CV, 
email me about joining the team. We 
love to see new faces! Think about it 
while you are enjoying issue 3!

Cyber-Attack
 CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE

http://www.sin.ie
http://www.nuigalway.ie/disability
https://twitter.com/NuigSin
https://www.facebook.com/NUIGSIN/
https://www.instagram.com/sin_news
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NUI Galway Students 
Union partner up with 
Hygiene Bank Galway 

By Caoimhe Killeen 
News Co-editor

NUI Galway Student’s Union have become the latest partner of 
The Hygiene Bank, a volunteer-run organisation that focuses 
on tackling the issue of hygiene poverty in Ireland.

The organization’s vision is simple, ensuring that “one day 
everyone living in Ireland will have access to essential hygiene 
products.”

The Student’s Union Office based in Aras Na Mac Leinn has 
become a monthly donation point where NUI Galway students 
and staff can donate unwanted hygiene, personal care, and 
household cleaning products to those in need.

Such products include shampoo, shower gel, period products, 
shaving foam, and laundry detergent.

The next donation date is Tuesday the 19th of October from 
10 AM to 5 PM.

Items will go to the Hygiene Bank’s community partners in 
Galway such as COPE Galway, Galway Simon Community, Galway 
Traveller Movement and St Vincent de Paul. 

  “We are delighted to partner with The Hygiene Bank this 
year to join the fight against hygiene poverty” stated NUI Galway 
Student’s Union President Róisin Nic Lochlainn.

 “The Hygiene Bank are an amazing movement who help 
those living in poverty access the basics items they need. 
Their work addresses a huge injustice that exists in our 
society.”

NUI Galway Student’s Union Vice President and Vice Welfare 
and Equality Officer Cora Clarke has also stated that the monthly 
donation drives will aid the organisation to stop the social iso-
lation that can occur from hygiene poverty.

 “Hygiene poverty is a major issue where those living in pov-
erty have their choices restricted” states Clarke. “It can lead to 
people having to make impossible choices between buying food 
or keeping clean. Our monthly donation drives aim to help The 
Hygiene Bank to stop the social isolation that can result from 
hygiene poverty.”

“We are delighted to be partnered with NUI Galway SU who will 
be organising a collection of hygiene products once a month” stated 
Úna Reynolds, Project Coordinator at The Hygiene Bank Galway. 

“Not only are the products a huge help, increasing the aware-
ness of hygiene poverty among the student population will be 
great! Hygiene poverty is not a well-known issue, and if you 
haven’t experienced it yourself it’s rare to be aware of its effects.”

The Galway branch of the project was set up last July as a 
registered charity and has continued to expand and operate 
despite lockdown and government restrictions across Galway. 

“We now have 12 volunteers, 31 Drop Off Points throughout 
Galway, and have donated almost 3,000kg of hygiene products 
to different organisations. All products donated in Galway stay 
in Galway” added Reynolds. “We accept donations of new and 
unused hygiene products (which can range from shampoo to 
toilet paper, to skincare,) and people can also donate online 
through iDonate.”

The charity’s community partners are spread out across Gal-
way City and County from COPE Galway and the Galway Simon 
Community to Clann Resource Centre Oughterard and Gort 
Family Resource Centre.

“A lot of organisations do not have budgets that have provi-
sions for the purchase of hygiene products, and we have seen 
huge demand for donations. We are partnered with 4 out of the 
5 family resource centres in Galway, who have been very grateful 
for the support” Reynolds added.

“Often when people are struggling hygiene products are the 
first to be cut from the shopping list, however when COVID19 
hit these products became even more essential.”

Pictured Left to Right: Jack Collins (NUIG SU 
Convenor of Medicine, Nursing & Health Sciences), 
Róisín Nic Lochlainn (NUIG SU President) and 
Clodagh McGivern (NUIG SU VP/Education Officer)
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STAND Student 
Festival makes its 
return to NUI Galway
By Caoimhe Killeen

The STAND Student Festival 
has made its return to NUI 
Galway and campuses across 
Ireland, putting stories of 
hope, determination, and 
resilience centre-stage.

Run by students, for stu-
dents since 2013, the STAND 
Student Festival will be run-
ning until the 12th of November and will bring award-winning 
photography, film and events focused on global justice to the 
NUI Galway campus.

The theme of this year’s festival is ‘Resilience,’ which will 
celebrate young people’s courage and creativity in rising in 
the face of global challenges. The #RiseUp exhibition will 
spend a week on NUI Galway campus from the 8th to 11th 
November 2021. 

Students and staff across Ireland are invited to visit the 
travelling exhibition and take the pledge to #RISEUP with 
STAND and the Union of Students in Ireland (USI) and join 
a community of like-minded students and recent gradu-
ates passionate about standing up for justice, equality, and 
inclusion.

The #RISEUP exhibition features illustrated portraits of 20 
young activists and communities who have risen to act in the 
areas of climate change, gender equality, mental health and 
social inclusion. From Ireland to Kenya, Somalia to South 
Africa, Uganda to Afghanistan, each of these individuals 
and communities have demonstrated courage, creativity, 
and dedication in tackling global challenges.

Among those featured are Irish climate activist Saoi 
O’Connor, LGBTQ+ rights activist Alex Kofi Donker from 
Ghana, Disabled Women Ireland, and Senator Eileen Flynn, 
the first Traveller woman to have a seat at the Oireachtas.

Speaking on this year’s festival, Rachel McGongagle, Audi-
tor of NUI Galway’s Stand Society stated she was excited to 
bring the STAND Student Festival to the NUI Galway campus.

 “Coming from the virtual world last year, it is refreshing to 
have in-person events planned and I’ll be thrilled to witness 
students get involved, learn and engage with the theme of 
‘resilience’ stated McGongagle. 

The previous 18 months have been tough for so many stu-
dents and through the theme of resilience we hope to inspire 
each other with the knowledge that even in the darkness, 
we can still fight against injustice and inequality, toward a 
sustainable future for everyone” continued McGongagle. 

“The festival is a celebration of change-makers from 
across the globe, who have risen up against adversity to 
create positive change and their passion and projects will 
be visible at our week-long Rise Up Exhibition.”

“We are excited to bring the STAND Student Festival back 
on campus, and 2021 marks the biggest festival yet” states 
Caitriona Rogerson, STAND Activities Coordinator. 

“There are lots of ways to get involved - check out our 
travelling Exhibition, attend an event or film screening on 
your campus, and be sure to sign the pledge to #RiseUp to 
join a community of like-minded young people passionate 
about standing up for global justice.”

NUI Galway Olympic medallist urges fellow students to join Project 
UniCov

By Caoimhe Killeen
An Olympic medal winning rower and an All-Ireland winning hurler 

have urged fellow students at NUI Galway to take part in the UniCovrapid 
testing project to combat Covid-19.

Athlete-scholars Fiona Murtagh and Galway senior hurler Conor Whelan 
added their voices to the UniCov project as thousands of students attempt 
to settle back into campus life.

NUI Galway is leading the programme, which is seeking hundreds of student 
volunteers for rapid antigen testing and saliva-based PCR and LAMP testing.

The push for students to sign up follows 2,100 tests for the project 
being completed at NUI Galway alone, with a significant rise in testing 
set in the coming weeks by the project coordinators.

Tokyo Olympic bronze medallist in the women’s coxless four Fiona 
Murtagh stated that this year’s Olympics were possible because of safety 
measures put in place in preventing the spread of Covid-19.

“Sport and teamwork go hand in hand” Murtagh states. “In order to keep 
campus life here in Galway as normal as possible, I encourage everyone to 
work together in helping to control the spread of Covid. Please join me in 
taking the tests and participate in the UniCoV programme.”

All-Star and All-Ireland winner Conor Whelan, who was part of the winning 
Galway All-Ireland team in 2015 is also urging fellow students to join the project. 

Whelan stated: “I’m encouraging all students to volunteer for the Uni-
CoV programme, to take the tests and work together as part of a team in 
the fight against Covid. It’s been great to see students back on campus 
and life going back to normal as we know it.

But keep in mind the fight against COVID is still ongoing and follow 
the HSE guidelines. I encourage all students to volunteer for UniCoV pro-
gramme to avoid any outbreaks and help with early detection.”

Over 400 employees and students at NUI Galway alone have volun-
teered for the project.

While NUI Galway is the main project site, Project UniCov is also being 
rolled out in Trinity College (TCD), University College Dublin(UCD) and 
University College Cork(UCC.)

They are aiming for 2,000 participants at each of the four sites.
 “UniCoV together with vaccination, face masks, social distancing and 

hand washing, is an additional layer to protect the community and to help 
prevent any asymptomatic spread of SARS-CoV-2” states NUI Galway 
Professor Breda Smyth, UniCov’s national coordinator.

Rapid tests have the potential to enhance and complement the existing 
public health strategy for monitoring of the virus. UniCoV needs people 
from across the entire university community - students and staff - to get 
involved, volunteer and take part.”

“UniCoV is an additional layer to protect 
the community and to help prevent any 

asymptomatic spread of SARS-CoV-2
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Walktober Step Challenge still open for registrations

By Darragh Nolan 
Deputy Editor

The Walktober Step Challenge for student and staff at NUI Galway 
remains open for registrations.

The challenge aims to get members of the university com-
munity walking more with a goal of reaching 10,000 steps per 
day by the end of the challenge.

NUI Galway Students’ Union President Róisín Nic Lochlainn 
highlighted the benefits of adding a walk to your daily routine.

“It’s great to see students and staff coming together as a 
community for a project like this. Getting in a short walk each 
day can transform your health, body and mind plus it’s free! 
We are privileged to have some beautiful walks on campus 
which can easily be enjoyed on a break from study or work.” 

“Just 40 minutes of walking three times a week has been 
shown to protect the brain region associated with planning 
and memory,” said Students’ Union Vice President/Welfare and 
Equality Officer Cora Clarke.

“Joining a team will help our NUIG community to feel more 
connected. It’s also a great chance to turn exercise into a daily 
habit and there’s the added bonus that you can win prizes just 
by taking part!” she added.

Upon launching the Walktober Step Challenge, the Students’ Union 
highlighted the numerous health benefits of walking every day. These 
include strengthening of bones and muscles as well as mental health 
benefits such as stress relief, better mood and boosted self-esteem.

The month-long event started on October 4 and runs up 
until October 31. Those wishing to participate can still do so via 
www.activetravellogger.ie. Participants will also be in with a chance 
of winning prizes courtesy of the National Transport Authority.

“The numerous health benefits of 
walking every day include strengthening 

of bones and muscles as well as mental 
health benefits such as stress relief, 

better mood and boosted self-esteem.
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NUI Galway research project launched to improve 
services for LGBT+ people with dementia
By Vera O’Brien

NUI Galway has teamed-up with the Alzheimer Society of Ireland 
to launch a new research project addressing the gap in services 
for older LGBT+ people with dementia.

The research project, which is being funded by the Irish Research 
Council, aims to develop recommendations to help improve ser-
vices and support for those within the LGBT+ community who 
face difficulties associated with the illness. There are concerns 
that their identity and needs are not being properly understood.

Dr Sinead Hynes, study lead with the Discipline of Occupa-
tional Therapy at NUI Galway, highlighted there was very little 
attention given to LGBT+ people with dementia within these 
supports and services, and called out some of the challenges 
that LGBT+ people continue to face.

Dr Hynes stated that; “International studies have shown that LGBT+ 
people with dementia experience microaggressions from other patients 
or care providers and that they are sometimes vulnerable to abuse”.

Furthermore, Dr Hynes highlighted that older LGBT+ adults 
are less likely to disclose personal information to their healthcare 
provider, yet they are more likely to report poor general health.

According to the 2016 LGBT Ireland Report, 40% of older LGBT+ 
adults in Ireland do not disclose their sexuality or gender identity to 
their healthcare providers due to the fear of discrimination.

Researchers have warned that these patients could experience 
isolation and fear of discrimination within services due to the lack 
of knowledge by service providers. Dr Hynes stated that they were 
addressing this with the support of the Alzheimer’s Society of Ireland 
by working to create a set of consensus-based recommendations.

Dr Laura O’Philbin, Interim Research and Policy Manager at 
the Alzheimer’s Society of Ireland, said: “The Alzheimer Society of 
Ireland is delighted to be supporting this essential research which 
will help all dementia service providers understand more about 
the care needs of older LGBT+ adults. There is still so much work 
to be done, however, research powers change, and this research is 
a key step in the right direction.”

Part of the NUI Galway research project involves a survey for 
LGTB+ people aged 50 and over, those who are partner-caregivers of 
LGBT+ people and others. If you know of anyone within the LGBT+ 
community with dementia, and they would like to take part, they 
can complete the survey online by searching the following link: 
https://diversifyingdementiaservices.questionpro.eu/https://diversifyingdementiaservices.questionpro.eu/

NUI Galway receives 
funding to advance equality
By Darragh Nolan

NUI Galway has received €1 million in funding aimed at advancing 
the university’s strategy in equality, diversity and inclusion.

The funding was welcomed by NUI Galway President Ciarán Ó 
hÓgartaigh who said it would build on work done at the university 
to make progress on equality in recent years.

“The award of €1 million Government funding, a very significant 
portion of the funding available, to help progress the equality agenda 
is testament to the impactful work and dedication of our NUI Galway 
community in recent years.

“Diversity welcomes all the talents and, by doing so, makes for a 
better, stronger university. This work continues and is the responsibility 
of us all to support its progression in line with our focus on excellent 
work for the public good.”

The Head of Equal Opportunities at NUI Galway Aoife Cook added 
that the funding would provide significant help in addressing issues 
around equality and diversity.

“All of the people involved in progressing equality at our University 
are delighted with the award from Government and it is a huge boost 
to everyone as we embed equality, diversity, and inclusion in our 
culture and address equality challenges,” she said.

The funding was announced by Minister for Further and Higher 
Education Simon Harris as part of The Performance Funding awards, 
a government plan to help third-level institutions in efforts to work 
towards a better society.

It follows the submission of a case study into the advancement 
of gender equality at NUI Galway in recent years and highlight initi-
atives that can contribute to greater equality in higher education at 
the national level. The university is one of just five institutions to be 
awarded funding.

The new funding follows the establishment of a Gender Equality 
Task Force at NUI Galway, a group that has overseen greater oppor-
tunities for women in the university.

NUI Galway has also received the Bronze Athena SWAN Award, 
which credits higher education institutions with carrying out good 
practice in the area of gender equality.

Between the academic years of 2016/2017 and 2020/2021 the 
proportion of female staff in the role of Senior Lecturer rose from 
33% to 47%.

In addition the percentage of women in the position of Personal 
Professor increased from 16% to 28% over the same time span.

CLICK. FIND.
VOLUNTEER.

studentvolunteer.ie  is a new easy-to-use, one-stop-shop  
portal connecting higher education students with civil  
society organisation volunteering opportunities. 

Register 
today!

https://diversifyingdementiaservices.questionpro.eu/
https://www.studentvolunteer.ie/nuigalway
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Erasmus Diary 
By Saoirse Higgins

Hello everyone and welcome back for the 
third time. Perhaps there was a bit of a 
rocky start to the year with this cyber-at-
tack. However, if you’re still managing to 
read these diaries despite that, you must 
be very interested in the Erasmus experi-
ence. And I will say, it’s going great!

Stockholm continues to amaze me 
with its beautiful views and surprisingly 
cheap and tasty tacos. Since I last wrote 
to you all I’ve been doing is assignments 
(turns out you actually have to do work 
on Erasmus) and I visited the lovely city 
of Uppsala. Autumn has truly set in over 
here. The colours of yellow and red cover 
the ground and the wind is getting that 
bit crisper as the colder weather sets in.

However, the NUI Galway cyber-attack 
even managed to reach me in Sweden. My 
Erasmus grant was delayed as they weren’t 
able to distribute it because the systems 
were down. I’m not going to lie, the expense 
is hitting me over here. As I’m sure it is for 
other students on Erasmus. So, I have a 
quick few budget tips if you need them.

Number one, make sure you join 
your Erasmus university’s student 
union. Like our fabulous student union 

in Galway, the ones abroad often offer dif-
ferent free or cheap options for students. 
Just the other day I got a free breakfast 
on campus because the student union 
paired with this dairy company. And it 
was nicer than any breakfast I would’ve 
made myself.

The second thing I recommend is that 
you join as many Erasmus groups as 
you can. They often offer discounts on 
trips and this is how I managed to go 
to Estonia for only €14. Have a look on 
Facebook for the Erasmus network in 
your city.

The third and final tip, one you proba-
bly know already, always ask for student 
discounts! Anywhere you go, whether it’s 
a restaurant or a museum, they often offer 
discounts you just need to ask!

Anyway, budget tips aside, I’m actually 
back in Ireland this week. As sickening as 
I sound, I couldn’t stay away from my boy-
friend too long and had to come see him. 
I also got to see my dogs and family as 
an extra bonus. So, if you see me around, 
don’t worry about me lying about being 
abroad. I promise by the time you read I 
will be back in Scandinavia. 

Anyway, that’s all for now. I will see 
you next issue and good luck with 
assignments! 

Mature Students’ Diary 
By Aoife Burke
Most of the past week has been 

spent at home due to the cyber-at-
tack. I am busy working on journalism 
assignments and I also have a weekend 
job. I realize that the cost of living has 
gone up. The cost of everything has 
gone up. Thankfully I can live at home 
rent free with my mum and I realize 
how fortunate I am to be able to do 
that. However, in first year I did strug-
gle with social welfare and at one stage 
remember turning to St. Vincent de 
Paul. I am doing great on placement 
and the workload is not too much 
which is great. Despite my weekend 
job, I am always glad to get the back 
to education allowance as well.  I am 
in third year so I don’t have essays this 
year. It’s a bit weird being nearly 40, 
but I still make the effort to wear styl-
ish clothes and love finding a designer 
piece in a local charity shop. Not much 
else to report but it’s now October and 
I am settling in to my new lifestyle. I am 
enjoying researching potential stories 
and doing interviews. It all adds to my 
portfolio of work. So all is good here 
from my end!

The NUI Galway cyber-attack 
even managed to reach me in 
Sweden. My Erasmus grant 
was delayed as they weren’t 
able to distribute it because 
the systems were down. I’m 
not going to lie, the expense 
is hitting me over here. 
As I’m sure it is for other 
students on Erasmus. ”

Saoirse with her Erasmus friends

The Old Church of Uppsala
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By Rachel Garvey

Spooky season is finally falling upon us 
just like the colourful Autumn leaves 
fall onto the frozen ground like confetti. 
Pumpkins and Halloween décor are for 
sale in supermarkets and Netflix have 
released some new titles in time for the 
month of October. As a fellow Halloween 
fanatic, preparations have been in place 
since July 2021; rather early, but when 
you’re passionate about something 
there is no shame in embracing it, as 
the saying goes “Never be ashamed of the 
strange things that make your little heart 
happy.” October is here and Halloween 
is nearing with every cold passing day 
so whether it be house décor tips or 
pre-planning for Halloween, let me offer 
a helping hand!

Spooky calendar
For the thirty-one days of October, 
planning out what you’re going to do 
for the month is a great way to boost 
excitement and give yourself something 
to look forward to. Making out a daily 
to-do list also helps you stay on top of 
things that you really want to do. Here is 
an example for you: October 19th could 
be a cinema visit to see a new scary 
movie, October 20th could be a visit to 
a pumpkin patch, October 21st could 
be a day spent baking Halloween treats 
and so on. 

Pumpkin carving
One simply can’t walk past a display of 
pumpkins without buying one, two or an 
entire family of them. Set aside a day or two 
during October where you can relax at home 
and spend the day carving your pumpkins. 
If you’re anything like me, spreading out a 
blanket on your doorstep and placing your 
pumpkins on a black bag with your carving 
utensils while you blare some Halloween 
tunes is a day well spent.

House décor 
Whether it be small pumpkin lights, win-
dow stickers or Halloween themed plates 
for your kitchen, one simply must decorate 
their house in some way to welcome the 
season of all things spooky. Restrictions are 
set to lift on October 22nd 2021 and that 
means that trick or treating and normal 
Halloween festivities may resume again. 
This year, with Halloween stock hitting 
the stores all over Ireland, there has been 
an increase in the number of people pur-
chasing Halloween decorations for their 
houses. Halloween 2020 was stolen from 
us because of the pandemic, but this year 
people are eager and brimming with excite-
ment to celebrate the festivities once again. 

Baking 
Red velvet cupcakes with decorative eye-
balls, spiderweb cookies and voodoo doll 
gingerbread men all seem mouth-water-
ing, don’t they? When you mix the spooky 

with the delicious it makes one hell of a 
scarily good combination. If that list of 
ideas made your mouth water, then why 
not put your baking skills to the test in 
trying some of those at home? All it takes 
is a quick search online to get a recipe or 
why not get creative and see what you can 
make from scratch? Baking, in general, 
is fun, but when you bake for a specific 
season, you’ll find that the end result is 
often much more fulfilling.

Spotify playlist
It won’t hurt to make one more Spotify 
playlist, will it? Especially if the playlist 
is never-ending with Halloween songs 
and theme songs. You’ll find that it’s 
quite enjoyable to be researching Hallow-
een songs online, the majority are quite 
catchy and there’s a lot of well-known 
ones too like Michael Jackson’s Thriller, 
The Nightmare Before Christmas’s This is 
Halloween and Lana Del Ray’s Season of the 
Witch. Spotify provides all of these as well 
as numerous famous Halloween theme 
songs from Saw, Halloween, It Follows, The 
Exorcist and many more. One simply must 
blare these songs from their speakers or 
earphones throughout the days of October. 
If people stare at you while you hum This 
is Halloween then just start dancing like 
Jack Skellington in The Nightmare Before 
Christmas scene. People won’t be long 
leaving you alone in your own little world 
of horror!

Everyone hail to the 
pumpkin song!
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Why you should volunteer 
for UniCoV — the free, 
twice-weekly COVID-19 
testing programme
By Danielle Nicholson

After what has felt like an eternity, NUI Galway students are back on 
campus. UniCoV, the free COVID-19 testing programme aims to keep 
it that way. Even though vaccination levels are high it is still possible 
to get infected with the virus and to transmit the virus to others. 

By keeping COVID-19 in check, the university experience can 
remain safe and vibrant. Like vaccinations, hand-washing, and 
mask-wearing, the UniCoV rapid antigen tests (nasal swabs) and 
saliva PCR testing enhance and complement the existing public 
health strategy for reducing the extent of infections by the virus 
that causes COVID-19. 

The UniCoV COVID-19 rapid testing system can help the 
student community to monitor whether the virus has recently 
infected you or your peers, including are any potential asymp-
tomatic students with virus infections who may be unaware 
that they are infectious. 

Joining up to the UniCoV programme can give an extra layer 
of protection to you, your friends, and your family. It involves 
taking two different rapid, non-invasive tests twice per week 
and self-reporting the results via the UniCoV app. 

How does it work?
• Read the information leaflet and consent form at 

www.unicov.orgwww.unicov.org to join the study.
• An email will instruct you how to obtain the app, your 

group, and when to start testing.
• Collect your free testing kit with all necessary items 

and instructions on campus.
• Complete 2 tests on Mondays and Thursdays: a rapid 

nasal swab antigen test at home and provide a saliva 
sample (PCR-tested) to drop off on campus before 4 PM 
for either two or eight-week periods. Submit antigen 
test results via an app.

• There is continuous sign-up and we still need 100s 
of volunteers! Tell your friends, flatmates and 
classmates! Join as a group! Join as a class! 

• You can participate if you are fully, partially or 
un-vaccinated.

• If you had COVID-19 more than six months ago, you are 
eligible to take part.

What’s in UniCoV for me?
• Prizes! Win weekly raffle prizes just for taking the two 

tests twice each week. We are giving away small and 
large vouchers for Student Union-owned businesses, 
such as SULT. If we hit our benchmarks of 1000, and 
then 2000 participants, special prizes will be raffled 
— a  Kingfisher membership and an iPad!

• FREE test!
• Feel assured when you travel home, visit health-

compromised friends and relatives, work a 
public-facing job, share a house with ‘strangers’ or 
play indoor sports.

• Winter is coming. Know that you’ve done your part to 
keep the threat of any new restrictions at bay.

• Take more control over your health and give self-
testing and self-reporting a go. It is the future.

• Contribute to the creation of a  COVID-safe campus by 
taking the free non-invasive rapid antigen and saliva 
PCR tests.

• Help build a working system to maintain our lively 
on-campus NUI Galway community that can safely 
manage COVID-19.

“Feel assured when you travel home, visit 
health-compromised friends and relatives, 

work a public-facing job, share a house 
with ‘strangers’ or play indoor sports.

https://unicov.org/
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“Reduce! Reuse! Recycle!” they say
By Charlotte Lavin

How do you do this when you’re a student 
trying to save money? Galway is expensive 
enough without us having to pay extra to 
try and have a more sustainable lifestyle. 
I have compiled a few tips students and 
past students gave me that will allow you 
to not only to reduce your waste, but also 
save money. 

Living more sustainably does not 
have to be more expensive, but you do 
need to be a bit more organised. Start 
with what I like to call a ‘waste audit:’ 
Catalogue and record what you throw 
away regularly. That will help you assess 
what type of waste you accumulate, 
thus helping you plan your future pur-
chases accordingly. 

Food waste is the big bad wolf. Try 
and see where you lose the most food: 
is it because you cook too big a portion? 
Or because you buy too much? One way 
around that is to put the “old” veggies or 
the leftovers in the front of the fridge, so 
you will not forget to eat them the next 
time you open the door. 

Cook smaller portions and shop more 
regularly. If the products can be bought 
without packaging, as is often the case in 
the bulk isles, that’s better and cheaper. 
Two birds with one stone. If you have the 
packaging, you can repurpose it into mini 
“greenhouses” to grow plants and food 
from veggie scraps.

Space is often an issue when you are 
a student. When buying items in bulk, 
ask your flatmates if they want to share. 
That will save you not only space but 

also money. At the very least, it will be a 
bonding exercise.

In the restaurant, ask for a doggy bag. 
It would be a shame to waste a good meal 
you cannot finish! That will also help with 
organising your fridge. Plus, why would 
you buy tupperwares to put your leftovers 
in, when you can get some for free while 
on a night out? 

Use old jars as cups. Without burning 
your hands. Now that house parties are 
back, ask people to bring their own cups. 

Buy a reusable coffee cup and a reusable 
water bottle. 

Clothes-wise, remember that you can 
be stylish on a budget. Fashion is a cycle: 
fast fashion companies are trying to make 
you think you need a new top every other 
week, but you will quickly realise the tops 
you buy are all the same. Your dress from 
two years ago will come back in style, 
do not throw it away. And visit the sec-
ond-hand stores in Galway, there’s plenty! 
You can also trade with friends (and that’s 
your Saturday afternoon’s activity sorted.) 
For the clothes that are not wearable any-
more, you can always repurpose them into 
other items, such as dust rags. 

There is a lot more to be said and done, 
and if you have questions, suggestions 
or need some tips, the Facebook group 
“Sustainable Living” is a good resource.  

Living more sustainably does not have to be more 
expensive, but you do need to be a bit more organised.”

https://www.virginmedia.ie/contact/store-locator/
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100 years on from its formation,  
what’s next for Northern Ireland?
By Mark Lynch

President Michael D. Higgins’ refusal 
to attend the 100th anniversary of the 
partition of Ireland and the foundation 
of Northern Ireland, caused a significant 
stir in political circles across our island. 
Many people across the Republic of Ire-
land overwhelmingly supported this call, 
even though the reasons for President 
Higgins’ refusal bore no semblance to 
many of the reasons offered by the pub-
lic for its resounding support. 

Partition was painful and led to civil 
war in the Republic until 1923, when a 
tornado of violence across the Free State 
eventually tempered. Its commemora-
tion was always going to evoke that pain. 
In the North, those who identified as 
Irish suffered beyond what could have 
been anticipated – socio-economic dis-
crimination, and state-backed violence. 

The 100th anniversary of the 
foundation of Northern Ireland is an 
appropriate time to reflect on how the 
state has fared, but it’s also an appropri-
ate time to use that historical context 
to frame discussions on its future. Has 
Brexit all but sealed the doomed fate of 

the United Kingdom? If so, what part will 
the Republic of Ireland play in what’s to 
come? Those questions are of crucial 
importance and can arguably only be 
answered with time, but the most impor-
tant question is what do the people of 
Northern Ireland want for their future?

Brexit, the mess to beat all messes, 
was forced on Northern Ireland (and 
Scotland), without any consideration 
of how the UK would simultaneously 
manage a sea border within its own 
country, and a land border with a sepa-
rate country. There is, as well, the added 
layer of repeated disregard by Brexiteers 
of the international peace agreement 
based on the fluidity of these borders, 
signed on Good Friday in 1998 by the UK 
and Ireland. The attitude towards issues 
related to Northern Ireland by those who 

voted for Brexit, and the Westminster 
government which has attempted to 
negotiate it, shows what we all 
knew already – they clearly do not 
care about Northern Ireland. That 
has been a difficult pill to swal-
low for Unionists, whose entire 
ideology derives from remaining 
in the UK.

Yet the irony is that in attempt-
ing to vote for independence from 
the EU, Brexit has led to renewed and 
growing calls of votes for independence 
from the UK in Scotland, Wales and 
yes, even in Northern Ireland. For 
Scotland, it would be expected 
that a successful independ-
ence vote (unlike 2014) would 
mean economic, political, and 
cultural independence, as well 
as a back door into the Euro-
pean Union. Likewise for Wales. 
For Northern Ireland, it’s more 
complicated. 

The calls for the North to leave 
the UK have never been based on it 
becoming an individual, independent 
entity, because they’re coming from a 
section of the population that believe 

they belong in a United Ireland. In any 
discussion, it’s implied, and in Republi-
can circles explicitly stated, that a vote 
for the North to leave the UK is synon-
ymous with a vote to create a United 
Ireland.

As well as this, Sinn Féin currently sits 
pretty at the top of the polls in both the 
Republic and the North. It’s an under-
standably concerning time for Unionists. 
A Sinn Féin programme for government 
here would have to include policy to 
achieve its goal of a United Ireland. The 
Irish public may not realise how close it 
is to having to make that decision. For 
Nationalists, they see this as the time to 
push through a United Ireland.

As Brexit showed us, the practical 
aspects of a United Ireland would 
need to be meticulously worked out 

pre-referendum – how will health, 
education, policing, parliament work? 
People need to know exactly what 
they’re voting for or against before a 
vote takes place. Making a United Ireland 
inviting for Unionists is going to take the 
utmost of compassion, understanding, 
and realistically time. Sinn Féin’s cav-
alier approach to such a divisive issue 
should be worrying everyone – not just 
Unionists. 

Mainland Britain couldn’t care less 
whether the North stays or goes from 
the UK. The oft-used economic excuse 
from this side of the border not to form 
a United Ireland is that the Republic 
couldn’t financially support the North 
the way Westminster does. A study by 
DCU academic John Doyle, as quoted 
in the Irish Times, debunks this as mere 
myth. The Republic could be convinced 
to form a United Ireland if the terms 
were right. 

Still unaddressed, however, is what 
Northern Ireland wants. 

In 2019, about 50% of the Northern 
Irish population indicated they were 
neither Nationalist nor Unionist in the 
Northern Ireland Life and Times Survey, 
and that number is growing. They’re 
swayable either way on where the North 
goes from here. This includes an entire 
generation which has grown up after the 
end of the Troubles, believing in North-
ern Ireland as a modern and developed 
country, which doesn’t need to be British 
or Irish but can be both if they please. 

Northern Ireland needs stability, 
harmony, and a collective voice from 
within, or 100 years of progress on peace 
is at risk.
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“The practical aspects of a United Ireland would need 
to be meticulously worked out pre-referendum... People 

need to know exactly what they’re voting for or against 
before a vote takes place. Making a United Ireland 

inviting for Unionists is going to take the utmost of 
compassion, understanding, and realistically time. 

https://www.su.nuigalway.ie/
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What does it mean to be ‘famous’ and 
‘influential’ in 2021 and is there a difference?
By Melissa Anderson

When I was growing up, the people most 
famous and influential were major pop stars 
and film stars. 

The fastest way to catch-up with celebrity 
gossip was to tune into E! News or to pick up 
a copy of your favourite magazine.

Today, to be famous means something 
entirely different.

The noughties saw the birth and rapid 
development of social media. What began 
as a tool for families and friends to keep in 
touch, became a platform to promote your 
own personal brand.

The rise of social media sites such as Tik-
Tok and Instagram have made it easier than 
ever to grow an audience and share content. 
Anyone with a mobile phone has the potential 
to instantly go viral online.

But why have social sites like these become 
our primary source of celebrity news and 
entertainment? The simplest answer is 
convenience.

Before we would have to go out and buy 
the daily papers to get the most up-to-date 
news. Nowadays, it’s all there at the touch of 
a button, often with no extra cost. The speed 
at which social sites are updated, with the 

amount of content being posted every min-
ute, creates a constant battle for our attention. 

The importance and esteem we once gave 
to celebrities has lost its power with the rise 
of the influencer.

Celebrity status is no longer defined by pop 
and film stars.

An ‘influencer’ is a person with a large 
social media following who has the power 
to influence their audiences’ spending and/
or living habits.

Instead of funding large ad campaigns, 
brands are now paying influencers to pro-
mote their products on their social media 
accounts. This is because influencers are 
more accessible to younger audiences than 
a typical celebrity endorsed ad campaign on 
television.

Many influencers start off their careers on 
reality television.

A good example is 22-year-old Molly-Mae 
Hague from Hertfordshire who was cast in 
Love Island in 2019, coming in second place 
alongside her boyfriend Tommy Fury. Boosting 
6.1 million Instagram followers, Hague recently 
signed a seven-figure deal with Pretty Little 
Thing, becoming their new creative director.

As well as being a hot topic in the fashion 
world, Hague also uses her influence in a 

positive way.
In the past 12 months, she has shared her 

self-love journey on her YouTube channel. 
Last month, she underwent surgery to have 
a lump removed from her breast. She then 
urged members of the public to check them-
selves more regularly.

One of Ireland’s top influencers is Nicole 
O’Brien who came to prominence in the Net-
flix show Too Hot to Handle. Nicole, originally 
from Cork, has 849,000 Instagram followers 
and can be paid up to €3600 per social media 
post. Using her platform to discuss beauty, 
mental health, and fashion.

So, what does it mean to be famous/influ-
ential in 2021?

In my opinion, becoming famous is getting 
increasingly harder as different generations 
consider different types of celebrity. Tradi-
tional celebrities may now feel under pressure 
to use their social media accounts to further 
their success by selling products and creating 
their own brands.

We are living in an age of mass fame and 
there has never been as many famous people 
in the world as there are now.

As such, to be influential, you no longer 
need to have a typical celebrity career, you 
can make your own success via social media.

“ Instead of funding large 
ad campaigns, brands are 

now paying influencers to 
promote their products 

on their social media 
accounts. This is because 

influencers are more 
accessible to younger 

audiences than a typical 
celebrity endorsed ad 

campaign on television.
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The impact of reality television:  
Should it be so easily discarded?
By Robert Kindregan

Reality Television may be the most prominent genre on our 
screens these days. It’s hated, it’s loved and it’s everything in 
between. Culturally and societally, its impact is huge.

The concept of unscripted, real-life situations on television is 
highly addictive for a lot of people and it’s easy to see why. There’s 
something for everyone as we watch normal people try find love, 
perform tasks, show off a particular talent or just simple reality 
sitcoms. 

It’s easy to watch, non-complex and allows us to switch off. 
You can watch it on the couch glancing back and forth between 
your phone without needing to pay that much attention, while 
at the same time not missing much content. 

Reality TV has always been subject to criticism. Many believe 
it’s generally lazy, low-budget television that shows ordinary 
people doing very little while taking away key slots from ‘real’ 
television. Other more serious questions have risen around 
dating shows like Love Island. 

Some believe the problem with Love Island is that it gives us 
an unrealistic ideal of what the female and male body should 
look like. These people who are supposed to represent reality 
have unattainable looks and bodies, causing people to look in 
the mirror and wonder why they look so different. This can 
lead to body dysmorphia for some; a mental health condition 
where people can’t stop thinking about their own flaws, flaws 
often invisible outside of their own mind. 

A large proportion of females on the show are blonde, thin 
and have had some form of cosmetic procedure. In the two 
weeks following the beginning of this year’s show searches for 
lip-filler on Irish cosmetic practitioner Save Face rose by 37%.

A lot of the men are tall and muscular, and there is always a 
glaring lack of ethnic diversity. Another cosmetic practitioner 
SISU clinics, following the 2018 series, saw a 200% surge in book-
ings for lip fillers, with more than 35% of these from men.

It’s not just the viewers affected by the show. 
Many contestants going on Love Island haven’t experienced 

fame before the show, they walk in as a nobody and are unpre-
pared when they walk out a star. Questions have been raised 
about the ethicality of the show as previous contestants Sophie 
Gradon (32) and Mike Thalassitis (26) have both died by suicide.

Sophie, in an interview a few months before her death talked 
about trolls and negative comments online. She said: “there would 
be so many negative comments. They are commenting on the way 
you look, the way you talk. They would come up with an opinion 
of you on a TV show where they’ve watched you for 45 minutes.” 

The show has become more vigilant in its vetting process for 
the contestants with regards to mental health in recent years and 
has done more in preparing them for life after its all over, but the 
deaths still haunt the glitz and glamour around this love contest.

There is a necessity to take the ‘reality’ in reality TV with a 
pinch of salt, the people you see are the 1% and often whittled 
down from tens of thousands of applicants. Many of the contest-
ants go in with nothing and come out famous and rich. 

Nobody is being forced to go on Love Island, just as nobody 
is forcing you to watch it. But still there are legions of fans who 
can’t get enough of the show. 

Reality TV isn’t perfect, its flawed just like the society it’s rep-
resenting. The genre is a spectrum and can be fantastic. RuPaul’s 
Drag Race’s gives much needed representation on our screens to 
the LGBTQ+ community. Big Brother was a fascinating human 
experiment in its prime, it’s social media version The Circle is also 

a brilliant concept. Highlighting the ease with which people can 
wrongly trust strangers on the internet who may be a ‘catfish’. 

Reality TV is always morphing and changing overtime. It’s 
important that as they change now and, in the future, the health 
and well-being of those on camera and the viewership is always 
prioritised, in order for the genre to survive.
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There is a necessity 
to take the ‘reality’ 
in reality TV with a 
pinch of salt.”
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Should Ireland legalise recreational marijuana? 
By Caroline Giles

Earlier this year the College of Psychia-
trists issued a stark warning to the Irish 
public by announcing that marijuana 
poses the “gravest threat” to the mental 
health of young people in Ireland. Accord-
ing to the report the number of youths 
hospitalised with cannabis-related disor-
der has jumped a worrying 300% in the 
past 10 to 15 years. The report reopened 
the debate on whether the use of mari-
juana for recreational purposes should 
be legalised here in Ireland.

There are valid claims to be made on 
both sides of the divide, each putting 
forward succinct arguments that high-
light why legalising marijuana is such a 
heated topic.

Bobby Smyth, a doctor who has been 
working in adolescent addiction services 

for the past 18 years, argues that the 
legalisation of the drug would lead to 
increased numbers of people using it and 
inevitably contribute to more addiction 
and harm. 

“Young people who do use cannabis 
regularly are using a more potent drug 
then was used 15 years ago and also using 
it more regularly,” he said. 

When looking towards countries 
that have legalised recreational mari-
juana use, Smyth says that in Colorado 
research shows a three-fold increase in 
completed suicides in young people that 
tested positive for marijuana. He adds 
that this does not mean that the deaths 
were caused by the plant, not in every 

case, but that it is worrying to see the 
substance “cropping up in more and 
more suicides”. 

Dr Smyth disputes the claim that “can-
nabis doesn’t kill anyone” saying that this 
statement is clearly not true. While he is 
unaware of anyone who has died of a can-
nabis overdose, alcohol overdoses only 
account for 5-10% of alcohol related deaths 
in Ireland with the majority of deaths 
more linked to intoxication and chronic 
use. Although there may be no overdoses 
accounted for, there may be marijuana 
related deaths similar to those seen with 
alcohol misuse such as road fatalities, 
chronic use, and suicide. 

While People Before Profit’s TD Gino 
Kenny hopes that The Cannabis Regu-
lation and Control Bill that is currently 
being drafted will be introduced to the 
Dáil before the end of 2021.

“Currently there is no regulation, no 
quality control, we want to regulate use 
and remove the black market out of the 
marijuana industry so to provide better 
outcomes for those who choose to use 
cannabis.” 

In a regulated Irish system, Kenny says 
people could legally buy marijuana in a 
dispensary or in a coffee shop. Amounts 
sold would be standardised and people 
would also be permitted to grow a certain 
amount for personal use. He says that the 
models of legalisation existing in Uruguay 
and Oregon are good examples to replicate 
in Ireland. Concerning the report by the 
College of Psychiatrists he says “you have 
to take that advice very seriously, there 

could be a situation where people develop 
problem use – but the vast majority of peo-
ple will never experience that.” 

Kenny argues that what the psychia-
trists are saying should not be trivialised 
but that “marijuana will, and is, being used 
whether it is legal or not.” Currently with-
out quality control people do not know 
what they are smoking or using in relation 
to THC or CBD amount when buying from 
the black market.

The market is an area where both 
Smyth and Kenny appear to agree. Nei-
ther interviewee wants to see the “spectre 
of corporate cannabis” in Ireland where 
the plant is monopolised by huge corpo-
rations. In Kenny’s idea of legalisation, 
dispensaries would be State run. For 
Smyth he says that legalisation would 
lead to commercial interests taking over 
as seen with tobacco and alcohol. The 
illegal trade of marijuana in Ireland as it 
stands is evidently a lucrative industry. On 
8 October a former Garda superintendent 
was charged over a seizure of cannabis 
worth more than €13,000.

The number of grave threats to young 
people’s mental health in Ireland are 
many. Lack of mental health care, the 
housing crisis, extortionate rents and job 
insecurity are among the few. It is easier to 
scapegoat a substance as being the “grav-
est” of these threats without addressing 
the others or recognising that the other 
issues may have a hand in substance use 
or abuse. 

Blindboy Boatclub of The Rubberban-
dits (an Irish comedy hip-hop duo) says 
that people misuse substances as a form 
of self-medication to lessen their men-
tal health problems and that many who 
attempt to access forms of counselling 
in Ireland, face waiting lists that run into 
months. Focusing on marijuana abuse dis-
tracts from the lack of mental health. He 
believes that marijuana should be legal-
ised, regulated, and taxed with the money 
raised being put into mental health care. 

The warnings from the College of 
Psychiatrists should not be discounted 
but prohibition is not working, particu-
larly if young people’s use is increasing. 
Concerns about the potency levels could 
be addressed by regulation. As long as 
addictive substances exist, substance 
misuse will occur and eradication is 
not an option.

Consenting adults seeking an alter-
native to alcohol consumption find that 
marijuana offers a substitute, as seen and 
proved in countries where it has been 
legalised. More robust education on the 
harms attributed to marijuana use could 
be provided and then, like with other legal 
substances, adults could be permitted to 
make their own decisions.
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Pop-up vaccinations on campus: A first-hand account
By Roisin Kerrigan

On the 27 of August, NUI Galway intro-
duced a pop-up vaccination centre on 
campus for staff and students. The centre 
carries both the first and second doses of 
the Pfizer vaccine (even if you got your first 
elsewhere) and is distributed free of charge 
for the benefit of anyone who wishes to 
receive it. As an added bonus, the centre 
is running on a walk-in basis, no appoint-
ment needed, with opening hours being 
9am -5pm, Monday through Thursday.

If you are at all anxious about getting 
the jab, but still want to ensure you are safe 
from the virus, stop by the pop-up centre. 
The vaccination centre is located beside 
Smokey’s café in the Concourse. There is 
no closing date on this wonderful service, 
so drop by whenever you can if you want.

I received my Pfizer vaccine at this 
centre, and I couldn’t recommend this 
service enough, as the superb staff were 
so professional and lovely to those of us 
receiving the vaccine. They made sure 
that we were comfortable, and the caring 
nurse informed me about the common 
side effects such as a headache, sore arm, 
some flu-like symptoms, and of the very 
rare risks. Luckily, I haven’t experienced 
any of these symptoms; as of yet.

As someone who is terrified of nee-
dles, I was incredibly nervous to get the 
vaccine; but I couldn’t have been more 
pleased with my experience. The nurse 
who administered my vaccine could not 
have been nicer or more understanding 
about my fear of needles. And let me tell 
you, if you are at all nervous about get-
ting the vaccine because of the needle, 
I personally didn’t feel a thing. I was still 
anxiously waiting for the sting when she 
told me that it was all done and over.

We, as students, have had a hard time 
over the last two years. The stereotypical 
university experience is going out and 
meeting people with a little bit of study 
thrown in. We deserve to get the most out 
of our university experience and I person-
ally believe that the vaccines are paving 
the road back to some form of normality. 

We deserve to be able to live our lives the 
way we wish, we deserve to be safe from 
COVID-19, and for me, being vaccinated is 
the best way of getting my life back on track.

NUI Galway Nursing student Ciarán Freeman joined Jean Kelly, Operational Site 
Manager for Galway Vaccination Centre, to prepare for the opening of the on 

campus walk-in vaccination clinic in the University's Arts-Science block. 

https://sweeneyoil.ie/
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Greenwashing is extremely 
common within the fast 

fashion industry. Fast 
fashion companies 

often make vague 
claims of sustainability 
without the evidence 
to back them up.”

W a r d r o b e  s t a p l e :  
5 ways to wear leather this autumn

By Aine McGee
There’s no denying leather is yet again the 

in-piece of the season. With a versatility that 
can make it work from day to night and season to 
season leather pieces are a staple to have in any 
wardrobe. This year we are seeing more colours 
of leather items coming up with autumnal shades 
of browns and nudes dominating over the classic 
black.

If authentic leather is not your thing, or within your 
budget, many brands are now offering faux leather 
and vegan leather alternatives which while being more 
sustainable are also more affordable. With leather 
items being such a timeless wardrobe staple it is even 
easier to find some pre-loved pieces to fit your budget.

Below are some trendy ways to wear your 
leather pieces.

Leather pants
Leather pants have had their moment time and 

time again resurging each season with new styles. 
This year flared pants and wide leg trousers are 
the most popular way to wear them, reflecting 
the trending pants styles at the moment. Leather 
flares can be dressed up for a night in town with 
heels and a crop top or for an everyday look with 
a tucked-in jumper and boots. If you are looking 
for something more timeless, leather leggings are 
simple and can be styled up or down for an elegant 
or casual look.

Leather Blazer
The leather blazer is a fashion trend seen every-

where at the moment. Coming into street styles 
in recent years, the trend has blown up due to its 
versatility and its ability to make any outfit chic. 
You  can style a leather blazer with a dress, tights, 
and boots for an instantly fashionable autumn look. 

Leather shorts
Leather shorts are one of my favourite autumn 

pieces and one that has stuck around and will 
stick around for many years. Styled with a pair of 
tights and a cosy knit creates a simple, effortless 
outfit that looks stylish and classy. Leather shorts 
can be also worn in the evening too. Style with a 
pair of heels and a blazer instead and you have an 
instantly glam look.

Leather Jacket
You can never go wrong with a leather jacket. 

A leather jacket is one piece that will never go out 
of fashion due to its ability to be worn in so many 
different ways. Whether you’re a fan of a more 80s 
inspired oversized leather jacket look or a classic 
fitting one, leather jackets can be worn with any 
number of outfits. This autumn, try pairing it with 
flared jeans and a white t-shirt for a classic look 
kept on trend.

Leather boots
Not forgetting the ultimate item that everyone 

should have in their wardrobe, a pair of leather 
boots. From Dr Martens to Chelsea boot styles 
there are so many diverse types of leather boots 
to match everyone’s taste. Platform boots are 
the must have this season and can be worn in so 
many different ways. From a casual college outfit 
of leggings and a knit jumper to a dress with tights, 
a pair of boots can be worn with anything.

Can fast-fashion companies be 
considered truly sustainable?
By Tiffany Greenwaldt-Simon

As global climate change becomes a more 
pressing issue, sustainability has become 
a growing movement among individuals 
who want to minimize their impact on 
the planet. 

By taking actions such as switching 
plastic straws for reusable ones or com-
posting their food, people have been able 
to minimize their overall carbon footprint 
and live an overall more sustainable life. 
For some, these small actions are not 
enough and they have turned to compa-
nies that support sustainability. 

Companies have begun to notice 
the shift towards sustainability and 
have sought to take advantage of this 
movement. While some attempts at sus-
tainability are genuine, many are not. 

Greenwashing is a practice where a 
company or organisation makes a con-
sumer believe that their products — or 
the organisation as a whole — are envi-
ronmentally friendly, when in reality 
they are not. 

This practice is problem-
atic for a number of reasons, 
mainly because it misleads 
the consumer into thinking that 
they are supporting an organisa-
tion that is in line with their 
values.

Instead, they 
may be supporting 
an organisation that 
preaches sustainability to the 
public, but behind the scenes they 
are not sustainable at all. 

Greenwashing is extremely common 
within the fast fashion industry. Fast 
fashion companies often make vague 
claims of sustainability without 
the evidence to back them up. 
Brands such as H&M 

often use this practice. H&M has a cloth-
ing line called “Conscious” that claims 
to be sustainable and the company has 
made promises to reduce its greenhouse 
gas emissions. There is little evidence to 
support whether they are meeting their 
goals to become truly sustainable. 

Fast fashion itself is already unsustain-
able and has its own huge impact on the 
environment. So can any fast fashion com-
pany be considered truly sustainable while 
they continue to act in unsustainable ways?

As sustainability becomes more impor-
tant to consumers, what can be done to 
make sure that they are supporting a 
company that is actually sustainable, and 
not one that is treating it as a buzzword?

The definition of sustainability should 
be clearly outlined by governments 
and companies should be held directly 
responsible for proving their claims of 
sustainability when they make them. 
This could be done by a government 
organization, similar to the Food and Drug 
Administration in the United States, or 
it could be completed by an independ-
ent company dedicated to investigating 

claims of sustainability. 
Until something like that happens, 

consumers who are interested in liv-
ing a sustainable lifestyle should be 
prepared to do their own research 
into a company’s claims. 

There are plenty of 
companies out 

there that  
are truly 
sustain-

able and 
although 

their goods may be more expensive, at 
least you know that you are supporting 

a company that is trying to minimize 
their carbon footprint, instead of one 

that is just lying about it. 

Photo by Alena 
Koval from Pexels
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Top 5 unconventional influencers to follow on Instagram
By Enya Tierney 
Arts & Fashion Editor

We have seen enough blond, white girls with the same body type do 
Shein hauls on Instagram. It’s time to diversify our feeds. 

Instagram is full of non-traditional creators that give visibility to 
their community and inspire thousands of followers with their unique 
view on fashion, photography, or style. Here are some of our favorites:

@baddiewinkle 
With “Stealing Yo Man Since 1928” 
as her bio, it is no surprise that 
Helen Ruth Elam, better known as 
@baddiewinkle, is a ninety-three-
year-old fashion icon that proves 
that you can wear whatever you 
want, no matter your age. She 
became popular on the social 
media platform at the age of 
eighty-five, and now boasts a total 
of 3.4 million followers. Through 

activism against ageism and promoting the benefits of medical mari-
juana, she is a source of inspiration for teens, young adults, and seniors.

@madelinesmodelling
Madeline Stuart has been 
described as the world’s first 
professional model with Down 
Syndrome, having participated 
on the New York Fashion Week 
catwalk, and has also walked Paris 
fashion week, London fashion 
week, Runway Dubai, Russian 
fashion week, and Mercedes Benz 
fashion week China, among oth-
ers. Her 349K followers consider 

her “a powerful advocate for inclusiveness and diversity in modelling.” 

@jillianmercado
This Latina creator and model with muscular dystrophy is one of the 
most popular influencers with a visible disability out there. With an 

edgy style and experience mod-
eling in Teen Vogue, Glamour, 
Cosmopolitan, Beyonce’s web-
site and many more, Mercado is 
changing the fashion industry 
from the inside-out and has 
232k followers on her official 
Instagram account. 

She is currently represented 
by the prestigious talent agency 
CAA (Creative Artists Agency) 
based in Los Angeles and she is 
using her exposure to advocate 

for more representation in the fashion industry.

@essiegolden
Essie Golden describes herself 
as a “Fat Icon” on her Instagram 
account bio and a follower count 
of 181,000 proves that people 
want to see diversity and plural-
ism online. 

The plus-size fashion influ-
encer from the Big Apple is an 
active member of the body pos-
itivity community. In 2015, she 
started the annual event Golden 
Pool Party, where women are encouraged to embrace and show their 
body proudly at any size. She believes that black women have done 
so much in the fashion space, in plus-size fashion particularly, that 
they rarely get credit for.

@omayazein
Omaya Zein, is a fashion, lifestyle 
and travel influencer with 1.2 
million followers on Instagram, 
known for her take on modest 
fashion and hijab styling.  The 
Venezuelan-Palestinian sensa-
tion resides in Florida, where she 
went to college with her husband. 

She is living proof that fashion 
can be for everyone, regardless of 
your religion, beliefs, or culture. 
She collaborates regularly with modest fashion brands that make 
clothes for active, modern women like her.

T&Cs Apply. Offer ends 31/12/2021.

“Helen Ruth Elam, better known as 
@baddiewinkle, is a ninety-three-year-old 

fashion icon that proves that you can wear 
whatever you want, no matter your age. 

https://www.fonfix.ie/
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The importance of culture in 
 Shang-Chi and the Legend of the Ten Rings
By Alice O’Donnell

Marvel Studio’s Shang-Chi and the Legend of the Ten Rings was 
ground-breaking for a number of reasons. After being in develop-
ment for nearly two decades, it crashed into the cinematic world, 
a welcome escape from the real world’s Covid environment. 

Not only is it the fifth highest-grossing film of 2021, it’s also the first 
Marvel film with an Asian director and a predominantly Asian cast.

Although very definitely based in the world of Marvel 
superheroes, it felt like this film struck a different note from 

its predecessors. There was a far subtler, more realistic tone to 
it - the entire concept of struggling to forge one’s own identity 
while staying true to those who came before was neatly packaged 
between one action scene and another.

As mentioned in a Vox article entitled “Why Shang-Chi’s suc-
cess matters – and why it shouldn’t”, written by Alex Abad-Santos 
and published on September 3, one of the greatest themes of 
Shang-Chi is the concept of assimilation. Xu Shang-Chi hides his 
roots when he arrives in America, abandoning his birth name 
for the far more homogeneous ‘Shaun’.

He lives a nondescript life, doing his best to forget his heritage 
while living as a young, working-class man in America. This is 
where the film begins, and from the get-go the question of how 
to balance identities, the concept of simultaneously honouring 
ancestors while living in the present day, is brought to the forefront.

The film deals with such a delicate subject matter. From an 
outsider’s perspective, it felt like the entire concept of the impor-
tance of names is dealt with a deft, knowledgeable stroke - the 
way Shang-Chi went by Shaun for a period of his life to settle 
into America; that his best-friend Katy, when asked for her real, 
Chinese name, could not say it properly.

As an Irish audience, many watching could sympathise with 
the struggle of having a non-English name in an English-speaking 
world. How often has Saoirse Ronan had to correct interviewers 
on the pronunciation of her name? Surely every Irish person 
has either struggled with or knows someone who’s struggled 
with people mispronouncing their name.

Although this seems to be a minor issue, it leads to a far greater 
one of identity. The larger idea the film raises – the struggle to 
assimilate the past with the present is represented aptly in these 
characters’ turbulent relationships with their own birth names.

To move away from the unseen and very much to the seen, 
the fight sequences were visually astonishing. They worked to 
tick the box of a Hollywood action film while also representing 
both Asian cinema at large and Asian cultures in the range of 
fighting styles displayed.

This included Shaolin, Tai Chi, Bajiquan, Wing Chun, Hung 
Ga, Baguazhang and weapons such as bo staffs and hook swords.

Described by the website Screenrant as “Marvel’s first 
straight-up kung fu movie”, the film’s use of such a wide range 
of martial arts all added to the aesthetics and was such a critical 
part of setting up the atmosphere of the film. 

The fight sequences, at some points, almost seemed more like 
dances than battles - so graceful were the moves. It was startlingly 
clear the film’s production team put high emphasis on the visual 
aspect of the action sequences, the result of which is masterful.

Although it is not a caucasian viewer’s place to put judgement on 
the film’s perspective on the experience of growing up as a child of 
immigrants seeking to find a balance between two different cultures, 
the manner with which Shang-Chi and the Legend of the Ten Rings deals 
with such a touchy subject is done so with a sense of care and finesse. 

The motif of the importance of names runs throughout the film, 
while the visual aspect of the fight sequences serves to impress 
upon the viewer the ever-present aspect of culture in Shang-Chi.

STUDENTS’  UNION

S H PShop Online!

1000’s OF PRODUCTS
Offi ce • Home • School • College

https://nuig.stationerysuperstore.ie/

Not only is it the fifth highest-grossing film of 
2021, it’s also the first Marvel film with an Asian 
director and a predominantly Asian cast.”

https://nuig.stationerysuperstore.ie
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Baboró International Arts Festival for 
Children celebrates its 25th anniversary
Galway’s theatres, galleries and public 
spaces are thrown open for the exploration 
and play of children from October 4-17
By Enya Tierney

With the purpose of “inspiring children to engage with the 
world through their experience of the creative arts” and of 
“creating spaces where children can deepen their under-
standing of themselves, the perspectives of others and the 
world around them”, the Baboró International Arts Festival 
takes over Galway once again with both online and in-person 
events, running for two weeks. 

The variety of the festival is outstanding, with their pro-
gramme including audible, theatre, dance, visual arts, literature, 
storytelling, music, and multisensory events both in Irish and 
English for all age ranges. Highlights this year include the early 
years show Rothar by the children’s theatre company Branar 
Téatar de Pháistí.

Branar created Rothar with co-producers Baboró and NUI 
Galway, as part of the 18 partner project. Rothar premieres at 
Baboró festival 2021, followed by a European tour.

Salt of the Sea by Little John Nee is also featured. The Gal-
way-based writer and performer employs a unique style of 
contemporary musical storytelling that mixes tradition and 
rock’n’roll mythology.

A Very Old Man with Enormous Wings by Dan Col-
ley, well-established expert on devised ensemble work, 
theatre-for-young-audiences and street spectacle, will also be 
a part of this year’s festival

For a quarter of a century, Baboró has been offering “a 
moment in the year where children are put first as the doors of 
Galway’s theatres, galleries and public spaces are thrown open 
for their exploration and play.” 

The right of each child to enjoy arts and culture is one of the 
cornerstones of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child. 
It reads, “the child has the right to rest and to engage in leisure, 
play and recreational activities and to participate in cultural 
and artistic activities.’ 

At the heart of Baboró’s ambitions is access to the arts for all 
children, regardless of geographic, economic, physical, intellec-
tual or cultural status.  

Baboró defines their events as “extraordinary creative experi-
ences from across the country and the world brought to curious 
young minds” sharing a strong-bonded partnership with NUI 
Galway since the festival’s inception in 1997.

Baboró collaborates on multiple courses at the university, 
welcoming students for placements and being part of the ALIVE 
Volunteering Award. In 2019 the NUI Galway Drama Department 
became an Associate Partner to Baboró, alongside Branar, on a 
Creative Europe project called MAPPING. 

In 2013 Baboró also introduced a new module – The Value of 
Arts and Aesthetics in the Early Life of Children – in conjunction 
with Dr Cormac Forkan, Programme Director for the BA Youth 
and Family Studies at UNESCO Child and Family Research Centre 
in the University. 

The module offers different means of exploring the extrinsic 
and intrinsic importance of arts in a child’s early years. The 
students attend Baboró Festival events to then complete post-
event reflections and analysis.

 Salt of the Sea — Little John Nee

 Viewpoints — The Glucksman

 Into the World Within — Moonfish Theatre
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By Rachel Garvey

The spooky season has now unleashed its wrath upon us and we’re 
being surrounded by Halloween décor, pumpkins and new horror 
picks on Netflix. Speaking of that, here are a few recommendations 
that will be sure to get you in a spooky mood for Halloween 2021. 
Grab your popcorn and drinks and settle down for a night of horror!

The Halloween Franchise
From the brilliant mind of John Carpenter came the infamous and 
still widely popular movie of Halloween that showed us the birth 
of notorious slasher Michael Myers. The franchise was added to 
Netflix at the beginning of October – talk about perfect timing! 

Witness the wrath of Haddonfield’s most dangerous resident as 
he unleashes hell on to the small town on October 31 through the 
various movies of the Halloween timeline. Make this a preparation 
for the upcoming new Halloween Kills which hit cinema screens on 
Friday October 15.

Candyman (1992)
Director Bernard Rose made our skin crawl with goose-
bumps with his urban legend of the Candyman that 
originated in Cabrini Green in Chicago. A score that will 
make you feel uneasy quicker than you can say “Candyman” 
in the mirror five times and a storyline that keeps us on 
the edge of our seat, this movie serves as a perfect platter 
of candy that will feed into your desire to be scared for this 
month of October. 

Say his name in the mirror five times, we dare you!

Hubie Halloween (2020)
Halloween 2020 was stolen from us by the Covid-19 pandemic with 
a no trick-or-treating rule, no Halloween parties and the closure 
of scare attractions around Ireland. However, director Steve Brill 
brought us Hubie Halloween starring Adam Sandler that let us 
celebrate the spooky holiday from the comfort of our own homes. 

As usual, Sandler brings on the comedy in this family film and 
for a lot of us acts as our spirit animal during the Halloween season! 

Ghostbusters (1984)
If there’s something strange underneath your bed, who you going 
to call? Ghostbusters! 

We know the tune off by heart now and have grown to love it 
since its release. Director Ivan Reitman brought us this spooky 
treat of a movie with fan favourites Dan Aykroyd and Bill Murray 
as they assemble a team together to bust ghosts in style! 

A Halloween classic, this movie is sure to bring tonnes of 
slime, laughs and a well-earned dose of melted marshmallows!

13 Ghosts (2001)
Steve Beck, director of the popular 13 Ghosts really brought a 
whole new idea to the world of the supernatural and how to 
trap ghosts in an astounding glass house. 

However keeping these thirteen ghosts has a secret hidden 
agenda behind it that reveals itself throughout the film’s climax. 
You’ll never see it coming unless you put on those special glasses 
that’ll open your sights to things you didn’t even know existed. 

Glass houses are really beautiful, that is something that can’t 
be denied, however, if they have barrier spells on the glass walls 
of the basement, it would be smart to get out… straightaway!

Slasher (2019)
Directed by Aaron Martin, this horror anthology brings the gore, 
the suspense and did we mention the gore? 

Four seasons, each starting off with a masked killer who 
wreaks havoc upon their first of many victims. The first season 
focuses on the story in a town called Waterbury as a killer by 
the name of The Executioner targets locals.

The second season titled The Guilty Party speaks for itself, 
it doesn’t matter how hard you try to hide a dark secret, it will 
always come out in the end. 

Season 3 titled Solstice takes place in the summer solstice time 
as hell is unleashed on a group of neighbours.

Finally, Season 4 titled Flesh and Blood focuses on a wealthy 
family who has to compete in a series of twisted games.

“From the brilliant mind of John 
Carpenter came the infamous and still 

widely popular movie of Halloween 
that showed us the birth of notorious 
slasher Michael Myers. The franchise 

was added to Netflix at the beginning of 
October – talk about perfect timing!  

HALLOWEEN
ON  NETFLIX
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PLUS: Your guide to some spooky shows this Halloween

By Anastasia Burton

Spooky season is upon us, and Netflix never fails to keep us 
entertained. This October we have been blessed with some great 
new shows and the comeback of some of our favourites. Whether 
you plan to stay in once the easing of restrictions on the 22nd 
of October or go out, you’re bound to spend a good portion of it 
glued to Netflix on rainy days. Below I have gathered a few shows 
I personally recommend you watch this season!

Squid Game
This Korean drama has everyone on their toes. Not only is it 
extremely entertaining it is also a banger for songs and inter-
esting game night ideas (minus the gore of course). It has eight 
episodes of pure excitement, and you are bound to cry at 
least once and feel as though the world is not too far off from 
something like Squid Game happening in real life. The series is 
available in both dubbed and subbed formats.

Maid
Another eight-episode banger of a series that has only recently 
shone through on Netflix with its first-ever season. The show is 
about a single mother named Alex who turns to housekeeping 
to make ends meet as she escapes an abusive relationship and 
overcomes homelessness to create a better life for her daughter, 
Maddy. The show is very touching but also super eerie which 
keeps you on your toes!

You, Season 3
Need I say more? This show has been a fan favourite ever since 
its first season with the murderous yet somehow charming Joe 
who is overly obsessed with falling in love. In the third season, 

we see Joe and Love as a married couple and are now parents 
to their first child. Last season we found out that Love is just as 
unstable as Joe which should have made him happy but instead 
frightened him. So far, the trailer is giving us many promises for 
yet another exciting season.

Midnight Mass
This is a series all about the arrival of a charismatic priest bring-
ing miracles, mysteries and renewed religious fervour to a dying 
town. It is a seven-episode season which is very well received so 
far and many praise it for its creativity and gloom. I am excited 
to start watching it. The trailer is what got me hooked!

American Horror Story
This is great no matter what season you choose. I’m not too sure 
which seasons are available on Netflix right now, but it should be 
up to season eight. You can watch any one of them that you feel 
is a fit, I personally recommend the first and second season as I 
found them particularly frightening and entertaining.

Hope you enjoyed my suggestions and I wish you happy watching!

NUI Galway Students’ Union Ents Presents/
Cuireann Comhaltas na Mac Léinn OÉ Gaillimh
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“Squid Game  has eight episodes of 
pure excitement, and you are bound to 
cry at least once and feel as though the 

world is not too far off from something 
like it happening in real life.  

https://www.su.nuigalway.ie/
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Health Spot: All you need to know about freshers’ flu
By: Ewelina Szybinska

September gathers the student population back to schools 
and universities. With this, there is often a wave of colds and 

other illnesses that go around. 
So, what is freshers’ flu, and 
does it actually exist? Dr Eoin 
Mc Donagh, GP and Medical 
Director at the Student Health 
Unit in NUI Galway, helps to 
define this well-known con-
cept. Speaking to SIN News, 
Dr. Mc Donagh elaborated on 
the some of  the main causes 
and symptoms, what medical 
advice you should follow and 
what is the best way to avoid 
it. Here is everything you need 
to know.

“Freshers flu is a common term that has come into use over 
the years, it describes not only what is seen in 3rd level but also 
other educational institutions including second level, primary 
schools and creches,” said Eoin Mc Donagh.

“It’s where you have multiple people congregating in one 
place, generally indoors,” he further explained.

As the change of season arrives, we begin to see a lot of com-
mon cold type symptoms including: runny noses, congestion, 
coughs and sore throats. Dr Eoin Mc Donagh mentioned that 
medical influenza or the flu arrives around October and Novem-
ber time. Thus, freshers’ flu could be really seen as more of a cold.

“The flu will have you bed bound. It hits you for 5-10 days. 
You’re shivering, experiencing aches, pain, fatigue and a head-
ache. Freshers’ flu is really a layperson’s term that refers to a 
general increase in respiratory illnesses and colds,” he said. 

Main causes:
The change of season brings shifts in temperature. The weather 
is seen as one of the main causes. Dr Eoin Mc Donagh points 
out that during the summer time, people go back to their home-
towns and are scattered all around the country. As schools return 
to full swing, the sudden gathering becomes another factor. 

“People begin to mix across different social settings as they 
socially interact in restaurants, pubs and house parties,” he said.

“At this time of year, you’ll always see a big spike. Then it 
dies down as the semester goes on. People will scatter again for 
Christmas break and go back to their communities. With their 
return, you almost get a second round of freshers’ flu,” he added.

Symptoms:
Flu symptoms mimic cold symptoms. However, there are a few main 
differences. Dr Eoin Mc Donagh helps to distinguish between the two.

“The most common infection is the cold sinus congestion. 
The individual is not bed bound and the body temperature does 
not exceed 38 degrees celsius,” he said.

Dr Eoin Mc Donagh mentioned that the flu might include 
symptoms such as fatigue, sweats and shivers.

“When you try to stand you feel very weak and you’re likely to 
be wiped out for several days. You may also lose your appetite,” 
he added.

What to do while sick:
“Although the Covid number of cases have reduced, the first 
thing that should come into mind, and what you always have 
to think of is, could this be Covid?,” he said.

Dr Eoin Mc Donagh advises anyone with symptoms to stay at 
home, not to attend any lectures, work or placement.

“There is an online HSE portal that citizens can use in order to 
book a Covid test for free. You can choose a test centre to suit your 
location. There is a test centre on the NUI Galway campus. The 
test will be booked for that same day, or at worst for the following. 
You should stay at home and avoid mixing with others,” he said.

If you are experiencing any symptoms, Dr Eoin Mc Donagh 
recommends finding someone to go to the pharmacy for you. 
You can treat those symptoms while still keeping to yourself.

“Only about 3% will contract Covid, and although this is a 
small percentage, we don’t want to be spreading any colds or 
flus,” he said.

How to avoid it:
Our own general health and well-being must be considered. 
Ensure that you are eating well and in general have a fairly 
balanced diet. 

“The human body is like a machine if you don’t put good fuel or 
enough fuel into it, it will not function well,” said Dr Mc Donagh

You need a good night’s sleep. While it is good to be out, socialise 
and have a few late nights, try to get enough sleep for the majority 
of the week. Not to mention that regular exercise also helps.

“The most important thing you can do to prevent getting 
these infections is to continue with the measures that work 
so well. Sanitize your hands when you walk into any facility or 
shop. Wearing a mask gives you a degree of protection but what 
it really does, it protects other people around you and shows 
respect towards others,” said Dr Mc Donagh.

The Health Unit at NUI Galway has highlighted that those 
who are unwell and are waiting for an appointment should 
remain in their accommodation and contact them if necessary 
on (091) 492 604. 

HOT MEALS

Prepared freshly by Chef Bernard just  for you
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Dr. Eoin Mc Donagh
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You might be reaching for your 
phone, but you decide to observe 
your surroundings instead. Take 

this time to switch off and put 
yourself on airplane mode.”

Wellness: The autumn detox
By Ewelina Szybinska 
Health & Lifestyle Editor

We all need a restart from time to time. 
Although January is seen as a time for a 
change, there is nothing holding you back 
from an autumn detox. Why fall? It can 
be a good time to re-evaluate our habits. 
Adjusting to seasonal change can also 
be a difficult situation. Many people can 
relate to seasonal affective disorder (SAD). 
Longer nights and changes in temperature 
can bring a feeling of desolation. This sig-
nificantly impacts our mental health and 
how we go about our day. I have explored 
a few ways to help ease this transition by 
introducing my guide to an autumn detox. 

Feeling warmth is comforting and assists 
with elevating a person’s mood. Find a big, 
cosy blanket that you can wrap yourself in 
during cold and rainy nights. There is some-
thing about lighting candles in a semi-dark 

room. Imagine the scent of your favourite 
candle filling the space, while the flame 
dances brightening the surrounding area. 
Your mind is at peace, and everything is 
tranquil.

Give your body a well-deserved 
break. A hot, relaxing bath aids with mus-
cle relaxation and improves sleep. Have you 
tried adding bath salts? Try to look for a 
lavender scented one, not only is lavender 
incredibly relaxing, but it also helps you 
to unwind from a long day. While we are 
on the topic of giving our bodies a break, 
instead of reaching out for an alcoholic 
drink, make your own mocktail. You may 
already have the ingredients at home. 

Indulge in what makes you smile. If 
there is a certain food that boosts your mood, 
include it in your meal plan today. There is 
room in your autumn detox for foods you 
enjoy so long as everything is consumed in 
moderation. Take some time off one evening 

to give yourself a facial. It can be a simple face-
mask. During those 15 – 20 minutes, make a 
warm drink of your choice and begin reading 
the book that you were meant to start.

Now, you are leaving your house to go 
breathe some fresh air while you walk 
down the same road you always do. You 
might be reaching for your phone, but 
you decide to observe your surroundings 
instead. Take this time to switch off and 
put yourself on airplane mode. 

It can be hard to spot unhealthy habits. 
Sometimes our busy lifestyles do not allow 
for the changes that we wish to make. 
Remember to set small goals. Slowly 
adapt to a changed routine. It might 
take two months or even longer for those 
to become the new norm.

The seasonal transition brings new 
emotional challenges and obstacles that 
may seem impossible to tackle at the time. 
However, do not forget, you are in control.
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Super Smoothie Recipes
By Anastasia Burton

Smoothies are wonderful drinks filled 
with nutrition and flavour and are bound 
to get your senses tingling and your 
tongues wagging. Smoothies have been 
known to help with detoxing your body 
but also supplying us with nutrients and 
helping those with certain food restric-
tions. Smoothies are an overall delight. 
Whether they are veggie or fruity, your 
tummy will thank you and your wallet will 
not suffer. I have decided to share some 
of my favourites with you today so you 
can try them at home and feel like those 
lifestyle TikTokers who seem to feed on 
air, sunlight and fruit smoothies.

Strawberry Banana
• 1 frozen banana
• 1 cup strawberries (fresh or frozen)
• 1/2 cup unsweetened Greek yoghurt
• 1 cup unsweetened milk (nut, soy, animal)

Berry Smoothie
• 1 frozen banana
• 1 cup mixed frozen berries (fresh or frozen)
• 1/2 cup unsweetened Greek yoghurt
• 1 cup unsweetened milk (nut, soy, animal)

Chocolate Peanut Butter 
Smoothie
• 1 frozen banana
• 1 tablespoon peanut butter
• 1 tablespoon cocoa powder
• 1/2 cup unsweetened Greek yoghurt
• 1 cup unsweetened milk (nut, soy, animal)
• Sweetener to taste (I like to add a little honey 

to this one to sweeten up the cocoa a bit)

Cherry Pomegranate  
Detox Smoothie
• 1/2 a frozen banana
• 1/2 cup sour cherries
• 1/2 cup pomegranate seeds (arils)
• 1/2 cup ice
• 1 cup unsweetened milk (nut, soy, animal)

Green Smoothie
• 1/2 a frozen banana
• 1/2 cup green grapes
• 1 kiwi, peeled
• 1 cup baby spinach leaves
• 1/2 cup ice
• 1 cup unsweetened milk (nut, soy, animal)

Instructions for all 
Smoothies:
1. Add all ingredients for one of your 

chosen smoothies into the jar of your 
blender.

2. Place the lid onto the blender and blend 
until there are no chunks (unless you 
want chunks).

Hope you enjoyed today’s recipes.

The truth behind the commute: the 
good and the bad

By Aoife Burke
This takes me back to the early days 

of first year. I would get up some days 
at 6am to make it in for a 9am lecture. 
I would be keen to avoid the rush at 
8am. I mean you would be struggling to 
find a standing spot on the bus beside 
school kids, never mind finding a seat.

A lot depends on your mode of 
transport. Sometimes walking (when 
it’s not raining) is fun and you can get 
a workout in. When the weather is cold 
and dry that is when I like it best. I do 
not enjoy hot weather too much.

Currently, I live with my mum, and 
she gives me lifts, which is very nice of 
her. However, it can be nerve-wrack-
ing with some reckless drivers on the 
road, so the two of us need to watch 
for oncoming traffic.

The negative side of the commute 
includes costs. It can be expensive 
unless you have a student leap card. 
Especially when you need to hop in an 
emergency taxi. Yes, some of you drive 
and it’s great that you do. The commute 
also means that you need to plan to get 
ahead and be on time for your bus, 
train, lift, walk etc. 

The good side of the commute 
can be if you live outside the city, the 
chances are that it is cheaper to rent. 
Some people commute huge distances 
from Clare and Mayo. I really admire 
them. I feel lucky that my commute 
from Salthill is not too bad and the bus 
tends to be quiet. Quite different from 
my former life on the other side of the 
city. Yes, I am happy to be a commuter 
right now.

It may be annoying to pay for a 
leap card after I lost my free travel 
pass (due to a job, I got) however it is 
a small price to pay to get from A to B. 
It is stressful sometimes but as a non-
driver right now and a student, it really 
is no problem to hop on a bus.

Photo by Matthew 
Henry on Unsplash

“Smoothies are an overall 
delight. Whether they are 
veggie or fruity, your tummy 
will thank you and your 
wallet will not suffer.”
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Achieve the no-makeup look
By Isabel Filby

If you really think about it, isn’t it rather weird that we want to 
apply makeup that doesn’t look like we are wearing makeup? 
Nonetheless, there is just something about the natural, glowy 
look that gets everyone’s heart beating.

Obviously, for the no-makeup look, the goal is to look as nat-
ural as possible, not in a just-rolled-out-of-bed way but rather a 
I-drink-loads-of-water-and-eat-only-veggies kind of vibe. 

The most obvious giveaway is makeup sitting weird on your 
skin, clumping, flaking or pilling. The easiest way to avoid this 
is by starting with a good skincare routine. We hear it a lot but 
your makeup really is only as good as your skin underneath. 

Most importantly, your skin needs moisture. Whether you’re 
more oily or dry, if your skin is properly moisturised it’ll look 
nice and plump. So using a moisturiser before makeup is a must. 
And of course, SPF all the way. No matter where you are and 
what you’re doing, SPF is a non-negotiable.  

Once you have a good base going, you can start with the 
actual makeup. To keep it looking as natural as possible, think 
less powders and more cream and liquid products as they sit 
differently on the skin. 

I tend to skip foundation and just spot conceal in the areas 
that need it most and working that in with a stippling brush for 
maximum but still natural coverage.  

My go-to concealer that I have been using for at least five years 
is the ‘Nars Radiant Creamy Concealer;’ it’s super pigmented, 
but doesn’t sit on your skin weirdly like some do. 

For the most natural look, cream or liquid blushes are beau-
tiful, as they don’t settle into pores as much as certain powder 
blushes do. I absolutely adore the Fenty Cream blushes, they 
have the most gorgeous texture and shades and you can easily 
blend them with either your fingers or a brush. 

Even though they are less natural I am still partial to the classic 
Nars powder blushes, once again using the shade ‘Deep Throat’ 
for at least five years now. 

I really enjoy blush, if I could I’d put it all over my body 
(which to be honest I do anyways.) For the most natural finish 
I take it all the way from my temples all over the high points 

of my cheeks, down the apples of my cheek and of course all 
over my nose. 

When I was younger I had very light blonde hair and while that 
didn’t last past age 10, my eyebrows somehow never darkened. 
So for me if I don’t have my eyebrows done, I just look really odd. 
Filling them in with a brow pencil with little hair-like strokes in 
a shade that matches your roots and then using a tinted gel a 
shade darker to accentuate the hairs makes them look the most 
natural. The ones that I always come back to are the Anastasia 
‘Brow Wiz’ and the Benefit ‘Gimme Brow.’ 

Eye makeup can be quite difficult to keep natural, so using 
shades that you already used on other parts of your face (bronzer 
and blush) keeps it the most natural. For Mascara the Benefit 
‘They’re Real’ tinted primer is lovely, as it doesn’t clump at all 
and just looks like you have stunning natural lashes. 

Lastly, lips. Also one of my favourite parts of my makeup 

routine. A lip stain is beautiful to keep them looking natural. 
Benefit has lots of shades but Benetint has been my go-to 
for years. 

I tend to skip lipstick and go straight to gloss, because I find lipstick 
on me tends to be the biggest giveaway that I am wearing makeup. 
My most recent purchase is the ‘Fenty Heat Gloss’ in Hot Cherry, a 
shade that looks just like its name. It has the tiniest plumping tingle 
and no glitter or shimmer so it just looks and feels beautiful.

NUIGalwayStudentsUnion@nuigsu
www.su.nuigalway.ie

Donate to the Hygiene Bank today
Donate hygiene, personal care and household cleaning products to those in need. 

Help us to end Hygiene Poverty. 

AN BANC SLÁINTEACHAIS
Tabhair rud éigin don Bhanc Sláinteachais inniu

Tabhair táirgí sláinteachais, cúraim phearsanta agus glantacháin 
tí dóibh siúd atá i ngátar. 

Déanaimis ár gcion féin le deireadh a chur leis an tearcrochtain sláinteachais.

“The goal is to look as natural as 
possible, not in a just-rolled-out-of-bed 
way but rather a I-drink-loads-of-water-

and-eat-only-veggies kind of vibe.

https://www.su.nuigalway.ie/
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Coldvember nó Coldtober?

Le Caitlín Ní Mhurchú 
Eagarthóir Cainte

Bíonn an fhómhair, agus na laethanta ag éirí 
níos dorcha, dian ar dhaoine. Is iomaí duine a 
mbíonn deachrachtaí acu iad féin a spreagadh 
idir obair ollscoille agus an aclaíocht. Ar ndóigh, 
oibríonn an staidéar agus an aclaíocht as lámha 
a chéile i saol folláin agus tá sé tábhachtach an 
chothromaíocht cheart a aimsiú. Tá an t-ádh 
linn go bhfuil neart gníomhaíochtaí ar nós 
Walktober, Coltober agus Coldvember ar fáil 
dúinn an tseameastair seo. 

Tá ‘Walktober’ eagraithe ag Comhaltas 
na Mac Léinn OÉ Gaillimh mar bhealach 
iontach le fanacht gníomhaí le linn na lae-
thanta gruama liath seo. Is dúshlán na céime 
é Walktober a dtarlaíonn gach bliain le linn 
mhí Dheireadh Fómhair. Is féidir le mic léinn 

agus an fhoireann ollscoile teacht le chéile i 
ngrúpaí beaga agus iarracht 10,000 céim a 
bhaint amach in aghaidh an lae roimh dheire-
adh na míosa. 

Eagraítear ‘Siúlóid is Scéalta’ mar chuid 
de Walktober chomh maith. Is bealach 
spraíúil é cairde nua a dhéanamh le linn 
an tsiúlóid. Deir Oifigeach na Gaeilge OÉ 
Gaillimh Eimear Nig Oireachtaigh; “Is 
deis iontach í páirt a ghlacadh i saol na 
hollscoile. Molaim é d’éinne atá suim acu 
a bheith níos aclaí i rith mhí Dheireadh 
Fómhair, le tacaíocht ó ghrúpa cairde.”

Tá ‘Coldtober’ faoi lánseol anois i mí 
Dheireadh Fómhair chomh maith. Is ócáid 
tiomsaithe airgid é a mhaireann 31 lá. Is 
imeacht náisiúnta nua é ar son Helplink 
Mental Health ina mbíonn daoine misniúla 
ag dul isteach sa bhfarraige sa ngeimhreadh. 

Bhí mearbhall ar dhaoine nuair a 
fógraíodh faoi Coldtober ar dtús mar gheall 
ar imeacht an-chosúil leis darbh ainm Cold-
vember. Tá an-tóir ar Coldvember i measc 
mic léinn na Gaillimhe. Tá sé ar an bhfód ar 
feadh ceithre bliana anois. Anuraidh, bhailigh 
an pobal beag €15052 ar mhaithe le meab-
hairshláinte agus Helplink Mental Health. 

Deir Coldvember OÉ Gaillimh i rái-
teas ar a leathanch instagram go bhfuil 
Coldvember agus Coldtober dhá eachtraí 
go hiomlán ar leith, eagraithe ag daoine 
difriúila. Is imeacht eagraithe ag mic léinn 
i mí na Samhna é Coldvember.  

Deir ball de Coldvember Eoin Ó hIarnáin; 
“Is tionscnamh eagraithe ag mic léinn an 
choláiste é Coldvember a ritheann tríd mí 
na Samhna. An aidhm atá againn ná airgead 
a bhailiú ar son an charthanais agus chun 
daoine a spreagadh dul síos chuig Bóthar 
na Trá chun snámh gach lá sa mhí. Bhailigh 
muid airgead ar son HelpLink Mental 
Health, Seirbhísí Meabhair Sláinte NUIG 
agus Movember sna blianta roimhe seo. Seo 
é ár gceathrú bliain ag reachtáil Coldvember 
agus tá muid ag tnúth go mór leis!

Anois, tá beagáinín mearbhall ar dhaoine 
maidir leis an difríocht idir Colvember agus 
Coldtober. Is é Coldtober ná teagmhas go 
hiomlán difriúil ná ár gceann Coldvember. 
Is imeacht nua é atá ar siúl ar fud na tíre faoi 
láthair eagraithe ag HelpLink Mental Health, an 
charthanacht a bhailigh muid airgead dóibh an 
bhliain seo caite. Bhí said ag iarraidh a n-ime-
acht carthanais féin a bhunú cosúil le ár gceann 
(an-chosúil…) tar éis an rath a bhí againn leo an 
bhliain seo caite. Bheartaigh said Coldtober a 
thosnú i mbliana leo féin sa mhí díreach riomh 
ár gceann. Ach fós féin, tá Coldvember ag tosnú 
go luath ar an gcéad lá de mhí na Samhna!”

Ar a laghad tá mí sa bhreis againn fós 
chun muid féin a n-ullmhú don léim mhór 
isteach san fharraige. Beimid préachta leis 
an bhfuacht arís ach ar ndóigh ar son cúis 
mhaith ag bailiú airgid le haghaidh cart-
hanachta. Feicfidh mé sibh ag an Charraig 
Dhubh ar an gcéad lá de mhí na Samhna. 

Agallamh Quickfire le Séaghan Ó Súilleabháin 
Le Áine Ní Dhonnaile

An tseachtain seo labhair mé le Séaghan 
Ó Súilleabháin, an buachaill bó is cáiliúla 
ar TikTok! Cuireann Séaghan físeáin agus 
scéalta beaga le chéile faoin bhfeirmeoire-
acht agus saol s’aige ina chónaí ar an 
nDromainn i gCiarraí Láir. D’inis sé dom 
faoin amhránaíocht, ag obair i bportach, 
agus Sex Education ar Netflix!

An chéad cheolchoirm ar fhreastail tú air?
Walking on Cars san INEC i gCill Airne 
agus mé i mo gharsúinín óg soineanta.

Cuimhne is sásta atá agat ó d’óige?
Táim óg fós! Nach bhfuil?! Ach is dócha 
an chuimhne ab ghreannmhaire ó bhíos i 
mo leanbh ná bheith ag marcaíocht ar asal 
taobh thiar de thigh mo mháthair críonna 
i nDairbhre. Cheapfá go rabhas i rodeo nó 
rud éigin. Ba cowboy riamh mé!

An chéad phost a bhí agat?
Nuair a bhíos 11, fuaireas jab i bport-
ach i mBéal Átha an Chléibhe i rith an 
tsamhraidh. D’fhaighinn ceathair euro in 
aghaidh na huaire agus 99 (uachtar reoite, 
ní euro!) ag deireadh an lae agus bhínn breá 
sásta leis sin!

An bhfuil tallann cheilte agat?
Is beag bua atá agam le bheith fírinneach! 
Emm.. taitníonn an amhránaíocht liom, ní 
dócha go mbeadh sé sin ar eolas ag mórán dao-
ine toisc nach bhfuil sé roinnte ar líne agam!

Cad é a thugann sásamh duit?
Is breá liom bheith amuigh sa nádúr agus 
mar sin pé deis a fhaighim bím ag spais-
teoireacht sna sléibhtibh, ag snámh san 
fharraige nó i mbun feirmeoireachta.

An bhfuil tú ag amharc ar shraith ar 
bith faoi láthair?
Sea, táim ag féachaint ar Sex Education ar 
Netflix...agus ag foghlaim an-chuid!

An téacs deireanach a sheol tú?
‘Chífidh mé níos déanaí tú’... do dhuine 
anaithnid!

An chomhairle is fearr a bhfuair tú riamh?
‘Siúl amhail is go bhfuil eolas na slí agat.’ Tobar 
eolais ab ea an té a ndúirt é sin liom agus mé 
óg agus tá an ráiteas sin tar éis cabhrú go mór 
liom i ngach aon chuid den saol!

An bhfuil ‘happy place’ agat?
Ciarraí gan dabht! Tá áit ar leith sa Ríocht 
a théim i ngan fhios d’éinne. Ní scaoilfead 

leis an rún cén áit go díreach ina bhfuil sí 
ach geall leis na flaithis í!

Cad é a chiallaíonn ‘rath’ duit?
‘Is fearr an tsláinte ná na táinte’ a deirtear 
agus nach fíor é? Tá sé deas maoin agus 
airgead bheith ag duine gan dabht ach duine 
rathúil, dar liom, is ea an duine a éiríonn 
ar maidin le dúthracht ina chroí agus atá 
bródúil as an méid atá á dhéanamh aige/aici.

Agus...cén focal Gaeilge is fearr leat?
Misneach an focal is fearr liom (i bhfogh-
raíocht na Mumhan amháin!). Tá sé 
an-thábhachtach misneach bheith againn. 
Ní hamháin go bhfuil crógacht i gceist 
le misneach ach meon agus folláine an 
duine. Seachas ‘conas atá tú?’ is minic a 
deirimid ‘conas atá an misneach?’ thíos 
anseo. Nach aoibhinn é?

Photo: @coldvember_nuig on Instagram

Photo @kerry.cowboy on Instagram
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Ciorcal 
Comhrá

Gach Céadaoin 1 i.n-2 i.n. sa Mhol in Áras na Mac Léinn. 
Every Wednesday 1pm-2pm in the Hub in Áras na Mac Léinn.

Do dheis le Gaeilge a labhairt agus aithne a chur ar dhaoine nua. 
Your chance to speak Irish and meet new people.

https://www.su.nuigalway.ie/
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The League of Ireland  
needs RTÉ support to thrive
By Robert Kindregan

The League of Ireland (LOI) has been largely 
ignored by Ireland’s top broadcasters result-
ing in concern over the future of the game 
in this country.

RTÉ Group Head of Sport Declan 
McBennett spoke on the Republic of Ire-
lands domestic league in an interview on 
The LOI Central Podcast. His reasoning for 
broadcasting just 15 out of 360 LOI games 
last season and only one of the 22 games 
in European runs this season is the lack of 
interest and fans.

“You need competitive title races; it has 
got to be competitive. You can’t have a 
scenario whereby Cork are winning [every 
season] then fading away, Dundalk are win-
ning, then fade away, Rovers winning, then 
fade away,” he said.

He goes on to admit that Shamrock 
Rovers may not fade away as others have 
done. Tallaght-based Rovers claimed their 
18th league title this season, more than any 
other team. 

Domination in Irish soccer may be 
turning many Irish fans to the too-close-
to-call English Premier League as one team 
typically dominates on Irish shores for the 
season. 

Competition from other sports for viewer-
ship may justify the lack of domestic football 
from our national broadcaster. Rugby has a 
large following in Ireland, perhaps due to 
our rugby team’s large presence on the world 
stage, RTÉ tends to show more games. 

This is understandable but still does not 
justify broadcasting just 15 league games and 
one European game. 

There were some spectacular ties in 
Europe. Bohemians played host to Stjar-
nan F.C from Iceland in the Aviva stadium 
in front of 7,000 home fans who enjoyed 
brilliant entertaining football. 

A Georgie Kelly brace saw the Dublin 
team knock Iceland’s champions out of the 
Europa Conference League. The game was 
a great advertisement for the LOI yet RTÉ 
let it slip through their fingers.

Soccer in Ireland also faces fierce com-
petition from our indigenous GAA games, 
hurling, camogie, and football. Monaghan-
born McBennett has faced criticism from 
fans over a supposed preference for GAA, 
but he disagrees.

“The reality of it is I am not the head of 
the GAA, I am the head of sport [at RTÉ] and 
there’s an onus on us to reflect that across 
the board”. 

The League of Ireland has a strong, noisy 
and passionate army of fans. These fans go 
to great effort travelling the length and 
width of the country to watch the games 
live instead of being stuck in front of the 
TV on a Friday night. 

The fans know the quality they are get-
ting. That’s why they turn up every week.

Facilities, funding, and prize money are 
poor. The title winner receives just €110,000. 
The prize money does not do the league’s 
talent justice and this must be overcome. 

To put this into perspective, when Bohe-
mians inserted a clever sell-on clause of 10% 
in the transfer of Matt Doherty to Wolves, 
they received a €1.8m windfall when Jose 
Mourinho’s Spurs purchased the Irish star. 
It would take Bohemians 17 seasons of win-
ning the league undisputed to win the same 
amount through prize money. 

A large overhaul of the FAI and its reward-
ing system is more beneficial than RTÉs 
broadcasting of games, although this is still 
important to the future of the game here. 
John Delaney’s tenure as FAI Chief Executive 
saw him take home a salary of €360,000 at 

its height, over three times what the league 
winners receive as a reward for being the 
best club team in Ireland. 

It has been confirmed since Delaney’s 
departure from the role in 2019 that the 
former head of the FAI clocked up personal 
spending of just under €1 million, €50,000 of 
which was spent sole a birthday party of his.

If this can be stopped from happening 
again and transparency between Irish foot-
ball’s governing body and its clubs and fans 
is increased, the sky is the limit for the LOI. It 
could prove to be Irish football’s hidden gem.

Irish representation at the ultimate frisbee 
European Championships 2021

By Alice O’Donnell
The European Ultimate Championship Finals 

2021 (also known as XEUCF) took place from Sep-
tember 30 to October 3. 

The ultimate stage for European Ultimate Fris-
bee, club teams qualified directly from the national 
championship, the Irish nationals being held in 
Limerick from September 11-12.

This year, the XEUCF occurred in Brugge, Bel-
gium, with Ireland sending 4 teams: Gravity, PELT, 
Ranelagh and XVI. 

This high turnout really shows the strength of 
Ultimate Frisbee as a sport in Ireland, and how it is 
growing to be a formidable force on the world stage.

There was a total of 72 teams competing in the 
three divisions: Mixed (20), Women (20) and Open 
(32). The fact the competition was so strong only fur-
ther proves what strong representation Ireland had.

The concept of spirit is one of the most important 
ideas in a game of Ultimate. Representing fair mind-
edness, understanding of rules, respect and good 
communications with others, each team ranks and 
gets ranked by the opposing teams, and at the end 
of a tournament the spirit score of each team is cal-
culated. Ranelagh, from Dublin, came second in the 
men’s spirit ranking, an especially impressive feat.

Another amazing result is Dublin-based Gravity 
finishing third in the Women’s division. There has been 
a big push to increase women participation and involve-
ment with sports, with the 20x20 campaign which ran 
recently being highly involved with Ultimate in Ireland. 

Such a high result from the Women’s team is a won-
derful testimony to their hard work and will hopefully 
work to encourage other women to give Ultimate a try. 

Barry O’Gorman, former president, and coach of 
the NUI Galway Frisbee club was one of the players 
representing Ireland on the national level. Talking 
about his experience, he says: 

“Competing at the XEUCF was really amazing, 
getting to test yourself against the best is really 
where you want to be in any field and to be able 
to do that in a sport like ultimate where there is a 
great balance between competitiveness and the 
spirit of the game is really unique,” he said.

“The fact that there were 4 Irish teams com-
peting at the event, and very strongly at that with 
Dublin Gravity taking 3rd in Women’s, PELT of Lim-
erick taking 9th in Mixed, Ranelagh and XVI taking 
4th and 25th respectively in the Men’s really shows 
that Ireland is becoming a stronghold of high-level 
ultimate in the region which is amazing for the 
development of future players,” he added. “Big 
thanks to XVI for letting me have this experience.”

Considering Ireland is relatively new to the sport 
of Ultimate, it has very quickly cemented its place 
on the European stage of Ultimate. 

With the Irish Senior Women winning gold at the 
European Championships of 2019 (being the first time an 
Irish national team has ever won gold at an international 
tournament) and now such impressive representation 
and results at the XEUCF 2021, it seems clear that Ulti-
mate in Ireland is only going from strength to strength.

RTÉ Group Head of Sport Declan 
McBennett’s reasoning for broadcasting 
just 15 out of 360 LOI games last season and 
only one of the 22 games in European runs 
this season is the lack of interest and fans.”
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Why aren’t sports stars getting vaccinated?
By Michael Bolton

Despite vaccine uptake being largely successful across the world, 
vaccine progress has been somewhat stalled among high level athletes.

Ireland International Callum Robinson, who has missed a 
number of games for Ireland due to COVID-19, revealed he is 
not vaccinated. This admission from Robinson surprised many 
people due to the number of games he has missed.

Speaking to RTÉ, Robinson believes it is a person’s personal 
choice if they choose to be vaccinated.

“I think it’s your personal choice and my choice at this 
moment in time, I haven’t been vaccinated.”

While Robinson is correct that it is a personal choice, to not 
get vaccinated has consequences. Not only does it affect himself, 
but also his fellow team-mates for club and country. However, 
this problem does not stop or start with Robinson. 

The Premier League recently revealed that only a third of all 
players have been fully vaccinated. A club doctor spoke to the Daily 
Mail to reveal the extent that conspiracy theories have had over 
squads in the league.

“Players are saying that it will make them more infertile, that it’s 
part of a plot involving Bill Gates. The real problem is that they’re 
also polluting the minds of younger players,” he said.

Players must realise the damage this has to the 
game not just on the pitch, but off the pitch. The 
Premier League is the most watched league in the 
world and seen by many as the greatest league. Players 
are role models for the younger generation and must lead by example. 

While players have a responsibility, some of the blame must lie 
with the respective clubs and the FA. For players to believe conspiracy 
theories and let it control their decision shows a lack of direction 
from the very top. The PFA must help address any concerns and 
queries players have regarding the vaccine.

Frustration is begging to set in among those who are vaccinated. 
Liverpool manager Jürgen Klopp revealed 99 per cent of his squad 
is vaccinated, with no convincing needed towards any of the squad. 
Klopp spoke of the need to think of others when getting vaccinated. 

“I got the vaccination because I was concerned about myself 
but more so for everyone else around me.”

This quote from Klopp really shows the bigger picture. The 
Premier League has been heavily affected COVID-19, from games 
called off to a number of players missing games due to contracting 
the virus. Tragically, it has claimed the lives of loved ones involved 
in the game, including Pep Guardiola’s mother.

These issues have not been exclusive to the Premier League. 
The All-Ireland Semi-Final between Tyrone and Kerry was twice 
postponed due to a COVID outbreak among the Tyrone squad. 

While the immediate thoughts were ensuring the full recovery 
of those affected, revelations by the Tyrone manager to the Irish 
Examiner highlighted where the teams’ priorities lie.

“We were anxious that if guys were vaccinated, they might go 
under for two weeks and that might inhibit their performance.”

While it has been rare that someone would be sidelined for two 
weeks due to the vaccine, the priority of performance over one’s 
health shows where their priorities lie. 

To also put players in a position of choosing between their county or 
their health is beyond irresponsible. While being in perfect condition 
for match-day is important, people’s lives could ultimately be at stake. 

Ultimately, sporting organisations may have to sanction those 
who put others at risk. Many athletes who are not vaccinated are 
not bad people but have been led astray by those who target the 
most vulnerable. Vaccination is a choice, but the choice to not get 
vaccinated has consequences for everyone.  

If sporting organisations continue to cater for those who do not get 
vaccinated, athletes will not be encouraged to do so. Some very tough 
decisions may have to be made in order to ensure the safety of everyone. 

Ireland International Callum Robinson, who 
has missed a number of games for Ireland due 

to COVID-19, revealed that because of a 
“personal choice”, he is not vaccinated. 

Photo: Eóin Noonan/Sportsfile

 A Premier League club doctor 
spoke to the Daily Mail to reveal the extent 
that conspiracy theories have had over 
squads in the league. “Players are saying 
that it will make them more infertile, that 
it’s part of a plot involving Bill Gates. The 
real problem is that they’re also polluting 
the minds of younger players,” he said.”
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SOCKS
All proceeds go to the SU Charities

Stocaí Carthanachta Chomhaltas na Mac Léinn, OÉ Gaillimh

ON SALE NOW • AR DÍOL ANOIS
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Big Yellow Thing

Just €9
Margadh 

iontach ar €9
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Newcastle United set for seismic takeover
By Mark O’Connor 

Off the back of the Newcastle United 
takeover, one must ask themselves that gen-
eration-spanning question; has the game gone?

Of course the game has not gone. Football 
will always be the sport that once captivated 
us as children and had us knee-sliding in 
our back gardens whilst our parents howled 
at us for ruining the good grass.

One of the chief architects behind the 
deal, British businesswoman Amanda Stave-
ley, spoke shortly following the takeover.

She claimed that the ‘Toon Army’ can 
expect to see silverware in the form of the 
Premier League Trophy within the next 
five to ten years, sending fans into a frenzy 
on social media. 

Despite Newcastle currently sitting in the 
relegation zone, Staveley refused to give com-
ments on potentially sacking manager Steve 
Bruce but did indicate that investment would 
be felt at every level of Newcastle United. 

Whilst the scenes outside of St. James’ 
Park Thursday evening compared in many 

ways to scenes out of a jubilant movie ending, many human rights 
organisations have been quick to question the ethical validity of 
their new owners, the Saudi Arabian Public Investment Fund. 

Amnesty International voiced concerns when news of the 
takeover broke, condemning the deal and stating that it is “an 
extremely bitter blow for human rights defenders and others 
suffering persecution in Saudi Arabia”. 

Amnesty International UK chief executive Sacha Deshmukh 
went on to say that it is “a very worrying day for anyone who cares 
about the ownership of English football clubs and whether these 
great clubs are being used to ‘sportswash’ human rights abuse”. 

Their statement begs the further question of how did the 
Saudi Arabian group pass through the Premier League’s Owners 
& Directors test less than a year after failing?

The original reason for failure was linked with BeIN Sports 
and TV rights piracy rather than any grand moral high ground 
held by the football pyramid. 

For a sport, and in particular a league, that has made such 
grand strides towards equality over the last two years, this deal is 
in opposition with Amnesty’s established philosophy of morality. 

The buy-out has been compared frequently by multiple foot-
ball analysts to that of the Manchester City takeover by the Abu 
Dhabi Group in 2008.

Football fans the world over will be keeping a closer eye on the 
Magpies to see whether the Tyneside club can replicate City’s success.

Time will also ultimately how fans will react in-person when 
they return to St James Park after the international break to face 
Tottenham in the Premier League.

Left: Mike Ashley, Newcastle United’s former owner. Right: Crown Prince 
Mohammad bin Salman Al Saud, ruler of Saudi Arabia and Chair of 
Newcastle United’s new owner, the Saudi Arabian Public Investment Fund. 

Amnesty International voiced concerns, 
condemning the deal and stating that it is  
“an extremely bitter blow for human 
rights defenders and others suffering 
persecution in Saudi Arabia”.”

https://www.su.nuigalway.ie/
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HalloweeN
SPECIALS

Banana, Strawberries,
Milk, 3 Scoops of Vanilla
Icecream & Whipped Cream
Oat (1), Soya (6), Almond (8) 
 and Coconut Milk (8) also available

Only

€3.50

Only

€3.00

Only

€3.00

Alabama mudslide 
gateaux (1, 3, 7)

CHEESECAKE (1, 6, 7)

MERCILESS
MILKSHAKE (7)

1. Gluten 2. Crustaceans  3. Eggs  4. Fish  5. Peanuts  6. Soybeans  7. Milk  8. Nuts 
9. Celery  10. Mustard  11. Sesame Seeds  12. Sulphites  13. Lupin  14. Molluscs
V. Vegetarian  VG. Vegan  DF. Dairy Free  GF. Gluten Free

Offseason turmoil could see Simmons-Philly split
By Mark O’Connor

Ever since being the first overall pick in the 2016 NBA Draft, 
Philadelphia 76ers star Ben Simmons has never been too far 
away from the spotlight.

The LSU alumnus’ didn’t see the court at all in his first 
year in the NBA  due to a fractured metatarsal. He would 
end up controversially winning the NBA Rookie of the Year 
for the 2017-2018 season despite having a year in the Sixer 
organisation under his belt.

Now going into his sixth season as a pro, the Mel-
bourne-born forward’s ability to shoot the ball has been 
called into question and has only been highlighted by the 
76ers disappointing second round exit to the Atlanta Hawks 
in this year’s playoffs.

The former Montverde Academy sensation shot a mere 
33% from the free-throw line against the Hawks, putting him 
up amongst some of the worst free-throw performances in 
league history. 

Despite being a three-time All Star, an excellent playmaker 
and one of the league’s best defenders, the versatile Simmons 

has been devalued at times by the Philly fan base leading to 
the twenty-five-year-old wanting a change of scenery.

Whilst having four years left on his contract, valuing close 
to $150 Million, Simmons has stated that he has no interest 
in playing for the Eastern Conference side despite the appeal 
of teammates Joel Embiid and Tobias Harris. 

Philadelphia have held firm over the course of the offsea-
son and have stated that they want Ben Simmons as part of 
their franchise going forward. Simmons, who at the time of 
writing is not expected to show up to training camp, thinks 
differently.

Simmons, who is signed to Klutch Sports, whom also 
represent LeBron James and other perennial All-Stars, has 
been linked most recently with the Golden State Warriors.

The fit seems to be a viable solution to Simmons’s shoot-
ing struggles as his lack of a jump-shot could be hidden by 
the fact he would have the best shooting pairing in NBA 
history in his back court in the form of Stephen Curry and 
the returning Klay Thompson. 

A key factor of this potential fit is the similarity between 
Ben Simmons and aging Warriors big-man Draymond Green. 
Simmons seems like a ready-made replacement for the for-
mer Defensive Player of the Year and could thrive in Warriors 
Head Coach Steve Kerr’s system as the primary ball handler.

Only time will ultimately tell whether or not Ben Sim-
mons can complete “The Process” and bring the City of 
Brotherly Love its first NBA title since 1983. For now it 
appears that his future could lie beyond Philadelphia in 
pastures new.

Ben Simmons slam-dunking 
for the 76ers in a 2019 game 

against theWashington Wizards. 
Photo: by All Pro ReelsAll Pro Reels, Creative 

Commons (CC BY-SA 2.0)

https://www.instagram.com/sultnuigalway/
https://www.allproreels.com/
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